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SECOND DECENNIAL CATALOGUE
o f
FRELINGHUYSEN UNIVERSITY
A Group o f Schools for Employed Colored Persons
W a sh in g to n ,  I). C.
Devoted to  National D efense through patriotic plus
Christian Education

THE AMERICAN GOAL
“Alm ighty God we make our earnest prayer that Thou wilt keep the United States in 
Thy holy protection; that Thou wilt incline the hearts of the citizens to cultivate 
a spirit of subordination and obedience to Government; and entertain a brotherly 
affection and love for one another and for their fellow citizens of the United States 
at large. And finally that Thou wilt most graciously be pleased to dispose us all 
to do justice, to love mercy and demean ourselves with that charity, humility, and 
pacific temper of mind which were the characteristics of the Divine Author of our 
blessed religion, and without a humble imitation of Whose example in these things 
we can never hope to be a happy nation. Grant our supplication, we beseech Thee, 
through Jesus Christ our Lord."
(/Eorgk Washington
THE FRELINGHUYSEN AIM
Believing ns tie do that the road to social salvations for any and all groups in 
our commonu'calth lies along the line o f Christian Education and that the goal in 
American Democracy can never be attained by violence on the one hand, nor by- 
prejudice, hate and repression on the other, we modestly but confidently proffer the 
Frelinghuysen ideal o j mutual respect, honest cooperation and undiscriminating 
lair play as a sound and rational basis jor national and racial adjustments and for  
any sort o j decent neighborliness, even where backgrounds are identical And So
H e rededicate ourselves to the principles of American Democracy, to the per­
petuation o f our faith in human brotherhood, to the promotion o j Christian manhood 
and womanhood to the preservation o j faith in ourselves under God and belief in 
the efficacy o f Education, Christian Education, to make life liveable as well as to 
make a living in America Today under the Constitution.
Anna J. Cooper
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"THE FRELINGHUYSEN PRAYER"
By Robert Louis Stevenson
ALMIGHTY COD
"(Jive us grace and strength to persevere.
“Give us courage and gaycty and the quiet mind.
“Sparc to us our friends, and 
“Soften to us our enemies.
“Bless us if it may he in all our innocent endeavors;
**If it may not, give us strength to encounter that 
which is to come.
“That we may be brave in peril.
“Constant in tribulation.
"Temperate in wrath,“And in all changes of fortune down to the pates of death 
VLoyal and loving to one another — Amen.’
STUDENT’S PRAYER
0  God, our Father, Thou Searcher o f men's hearts, help us to draw near to 
Thee in sincerity and truth. May our religion be filled with gladness and may our 
worship of Thee be natural.
Strengthen and increase our admiration for honest dealing and clean thinking, 
and suffer not our hatred of hypocrisy and pretense ever to diminish. Encourage 
us in our endeavor to live above the common level of life.. Make us to choose the 
harder right instead of the easier wrong, and never be content with a half truth when 
the whole can be won. Endow us with courage that is born o f loyalty to all that 
is noble and worthy, that scorns to comprise with vice and injustice and knows no 
fear when truth and right are in jeopardy. Guard us against flippancy and ir­
reverence in the sacred things of life. Grant us new ties o f friendship and neu 
opportunities o f service. Kindle our hearts in fellowship with those o f a cheerful 
countenance, and soften our hearts with sympathy for those who sorrow and suffer. 
May we find genuine pleasure in clean and wholesome mirth and feel inherent dis­
gust for coarseminded humor. Help us, in our work and in our play to keep our­
selves physically strong, mentally awake, and morally straight, that we may the 
better maintain the honor of our race and of our country untarnished and unsullied, 
and acquit ourselves like men in our effort to realize the ideals o f Frelinghuysen in 
doing our duty to Thee and to our Country. A ll o f which we ask in the name of 
the Great Friend and Master o f men. — Amen. (Adapted)
FRELINGHUYSEN UNIVERSITY
A CROUP OF SCHOOLS FOR EMPLOYED COLORED PERSONS
Founded by  J esse Lawson, 1906 
201 T Street, N. W., Washington, I). C.
0 F K I C K  KS
Rev. A. A. Birch, President 
Lula Love Lawson, Vice President 
Rev. John II. Holloway. Secretary 
Charles F. M. Browne. Treasurer 
Dr. Simeon L. Carson, Honorary Chairman. Trustee Hoard 
Rev. J. T. Brooks, Vice Chairman. Trustees 
Col. West A. Hamilton, Auditor 
Lawyer Zeph P. Moore, Registrar
Fletcher Mae Howell. Principal, Hannah Stanley Opportunity School
Anna J. Cooper. President 1930 to  1940 
Registrar, 1940 to  1950
“Emeritus" signing of! 1950
Evening classes ten hours a week daily except Saturday and Sunday.
Law from 5 to 7. Religion, 7 to 9. Academic, Secondary and Collegiate, 
8 to 10. No degrees are offered, hut certified credit is given for standard work 
completed.
The Principal of Opportunity School is responsible for preparatory English 
requirements for all students seeking a diploma in any course.
Tuition in all departments is S10.00 per month for the term of eight months, 
October 1st to June 1st.
THE Aim: To enable men and women who cannot make their leisure time fit 
into the schedule o f a Grade “A” College or University, to pursue under competent 
instructors the higher and broader education in such lines as seem suited to their 
several capacities and aspirations.
REV. ADOLPHUS A. BIRCH. President 
Instructor in Bible Exegesis
ANNOUNCEMENT
a. Jesse Lawson School of Religion of Frelinghuysen University “Definitely 
not lo make Theologians but to offer such stepping stones in Christian Education 
as will advance intelligent and orthodox religious teaching—Non-Sectarian.
b. John M. Langston School of Law.
c. Hannah Stanley Opportunity School: individual teaching of unclassified 
persons and other contributions to community service such as Home Nursing under 
Red Cross particularly also responsibility for directing English preparatory and 
academic studies in all classes or Schools of the Frelinghuysen Group.
To meet what experience has taught is a prominent lack in our School product. 
We have based the course in Applied Christianity on selected radio sermons from 
National Religious Radio for class work in Reading. Writing, Speaking English. 
We believe that these elementary essentials may be topped by the very desire- 
able contact with current thought and the best and noblest in American ideals 
through and by such a substitution for much of required reading in High School
curricula.
Further stress is laid on citizenbuilding by study of the Constitution and the 
Americanization course prepared by the Daughters of the American Revolution. 
This constitutes our departure from the beaten path. We hope that such an innova­
tion in normal reading lists will help to overcome some of our well known disad­
vantages and bring our students in closer touch with current thought and with what 
is best in American ideals, and so contribute to enlightened citizenship, higher 
thinking and better living.
September 1. 1949
My Dear Miss Howell:
The time has come to turn over the principalship of Hannah Stanley Opportunity 
School to younger head and hands. It is no empty compliment I pay you when I 
say I believe I can confidently leave its leadership in your loyal and capable hands.
You have a carbon copy of my letter to the Education Department of Y.A. which 
sets forth at some length the aims and purposes of this school. You see from that 
sketchy outline that the term “English Preparatory" docs not confine itself to formal 
English Grammar but aspires to lay a foundation in thought, in expression, in ap­
preciation as realistic as the finest pattern of American ideals. We shall continue 
to insist on these aims, however faltering the step of our followers, and however short 
of perfection their understanding and achievement.
Praying God’s blessing on this humble effort to promote the intelligent adjust­
ment of our group in an honest and honorable way of life mutually respected and 
respecting neighbors and fellow citizens in a Godfearing Democracy. I am
Sincerely yours for the cause, 
Anna j .  Coopek
Copy o j a letter mailed to American University in 1948.
To the Registrar and Faculty Members
determining English entrance requirements for A.L.
Gentlemen:
I am sending under separate cover our dec. cat. and several annuals that you 
may know who we are.
I seek information as to entrance requirements to A.U. in anticipation of ap­
plication we intend to make for a Veteran who is registered with us in the School 
of Religion and completing his academic work for High School graduation.
I may claim familiarity with the latter having been in close touch with standards 
of the Committee on Secondary Education for a great many years.
It is in English required readings that we have made a peculiar departure on 
which I ask your sympathetic criticism and considerate judgement. English as re­
quired of all in the School of Religion stems from 6 or more current sermons per 
year selected from National Religious Radio which the class read, discuss and write 
about. This is our peculiar “heresy" which I feel needs defense for departing so 
radically from usage of standard colleges; nor can I claim any marked superiority 
of the patients under this treatment as compared with those that had to read and 
write about Silver and the Hawkins boy in Treasure Island and give a connected 
“sketch’’ of Burke’s Conciliation.
High School teachers in all ages have alternately bewailed and apologized for 
the poor readers they have turned out. The only advantage we can claim is that 
between giving audience to Socknian, Fosdick and Stamm rather than "Fifteen Men on 
a Dead Man’s Chest,” Drink and the Devil had done for the rest.”
Besides the sermons we take weekly copies of “Religion in the News” by Van 
Kirk that our students may have access to what is going on in the world of Religion.
And just here we touch upon our “Reason for Being;’’ without going into the 
pros and cons we realize that we are trying to help in our small way a segregated
group shut out from current American thought ami life as far as that can he managed 
in a world of radio and automobiles.Churches. Schools, Colleges, hospitals, theaters, playgrounds—even graveyards 
and prisons are planned and supported for a blue eyed clientele. I sometimes 
wonder what would happen if by television in reverse my rudio propagandizer sud­
denly visualized “A black chile's among ye taking notes!" for the world somehow 
has come to think of the spirituals and jazz in music. “Father” Devine and “Elder * 
Michaux in Religion, Booker T. Washington in Education and Paul Robeson in 
politics as summing up the entire category of Negro potentiality.
On the positive or credit side we may claim with truth that our aim as set forth 
in our School of Religion is definitely not to make theologians but “to offer such 
stepping stones in Christian Education as will advance intelligent and orthodox 
religious teaching— nonsectarian.”For the physical sciences we have no facilities. In social science we begin of 
course with History and stress the Constitution, requiring’every year the 10 tests 
prescribed by the DAR committee on National Defense and most of their other 
publications.Notably the DAK Manual of Citizenship, The Constitution with Notes, Know 
Your Rights Under the Constitution, Declaration of Independence, Lincoln at Gettys- 
berg, The American’s Creed, The Ephebic Oath (adapted), Cadets Prayer (adapted 
as Student's Prayer) Robert Louis Stevenson’s Prayer (as Frelinghuysen’s Prayer), 
George Washington’s Prayer. “I Am An American,” Lanes of Liberty and The 
American Way.
Charles L. Goodell 
Federal Council of Churches 
New York City 
June 12. 1936
Miss Anna J. Cooper,
201 T Street, N. Wr.,
W ashington, D. C.
My Dear Radio Friend:
I am greatly interested in the work that you are doing in School of Religion. 
I note that you are going to keep this work up during the summer and would like 
ten sermons of “Sabbath Reveries” each week to u>e as the basis of conference and 
discussion. I believe that they might do great good and I will forward to you each 
week ten copies of the sermon of that week for “Sabbath Reveries.”
W ith the best of good wishes for your splendid work.
Sincerely yours,
C. L. Goodell
Public Schools of the 
District of Columbia 
Franklin Administration Building 
Washington 5, I). C.
February 7, 1946
I)r. Anna J. Cooper,
Fre 1 i n ghu ysen Uni ve rsi t v 
201 T Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Dear Dr. Anna Cooper:
The Administrator of the Veterans Administration requested the Commissioners 
of the District of Columbia to furnish lists of educational and training instutions 
that have been certified, by an appropriate agency of the District, to be qualified 
and equipped to furnish instruction to Veterans under Public I.aw 346, 78th Congress.
The Commissioners deemed it appropriate that the Board of education be the 
agency to have such lists of institutions prepared.
In order to determine such a list, the Superintendent appointed a committee to 
formulate certain criteria to be used as a guide in forming the certified or approved 
lists. As soon as the school or agency makes application on the enclosed form, the 
committee will make the proper investigation and recommendation.
Yours verv sincerely,
Robert L. Haycock 
Superintendent of Schools
Board of Education of the 
District of Columbia 
Washington 5, D.C.
March 8. 1946
The Jesse Lawson School of Religion of 
The Frelinghuysen University 
201 T Street. N. W.*
Washington, D.C.
Gentlemen:
On the basis of the data submitted by you and the report of the committee which 
inspected your school, the Board of Education at its meeting held March 6, 1946, 
approved the recommendation of the Superintendent of Schools and his advisory 
committee that The Jesse Lawson School of Religion of the Frelinghuysen University 
t Definitely not to make theologians; but to offer such stepping stones in Christian 
Education as will advance intelligent and orthodox religious teaching— non-sectarian) 
be placed on the list of schools, agencies, and institutions approved for the education 
and training of veterans of World War II under the provisions of Public Law 446.
Notice of such approval has been sent to General Omar Bradley, Administrator 
of Veterans’ Affairs.This approval by the Board of Education is not to be construed as consisting 
a full accreditation, but is limited to the purposes of the G.I. Bill of Rights. Public 
Law 346.
The Hoard of Education requests that the officials of your school he responsible 
for notifying the Hoard of Education of any changes in your facilities or program as 
submitted by you at the time of your application. From time to time a committee 
will visit your school for further inspection.The Hoard of Education also requests that you refrain from using its name in 
connection with the advertising of your school by press, poster, catalogue, pamphlet, 
radio or otherwise.The Hoard of Education reserves the right to withdraw the above approval 
should the school not continue to measure up to the purposes and objectives as set 
forth by you for your school at the time of application for approval.Very Sincerely yours,
Elsie Z. Watkins. Secretary 
Hoard of Education
Fre 1 inghuvsen Un iversitv 
201 T Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
June 20. 1949
Mr. Ken Wisner, Finance Officer, V.A.
1825 H Street. N.W.
Washington 25, D.C.
Dear Sir:
Acknowledgement is made: favor June 15. H ie Reference 12 R. A. E.
The Jesse Lawson School of Religion appreciates to the fullest extent the op­
portunity for constructive Community service in cooperation with the Veterans’ 
Administration. Moreover, we are and always have been not only ready but eager 
to carry out to the limit of our ability whatever order, plan, suggestion or method 
officially imposed as essential to such cooperation.
Non-sectarian and non-profit producing as presented and accepted under the 
G.I. Hill of Rights: “Definitely not make theologians but to offer stepping stones 
for Christian Education calculated to insure sound leadership as loyal, intelligent 
American citizens.’
Actually, Adult Education with the background here represented admits, even 
demands a departure from the hours per diem standard of High Schools and older 
Colleges. The seminar method for undergraduates as used in Chicago University 
rather than that of Correspondence Schools generally, contains somewhat of the 
idea Frelinghuysen has adopted with better success perhaps because of our small 
numbers. Our students and their problems are known individually and sympatheti­
cally. Our public programs arc neither exhibitions nor appeals but avowedly and 
strictly for enlarging and testing the educational content of our teaching. So far 
is this the case that we flatter ourselves that our public (always welcome) leave 
with clearer understanding and firmer purposes than when they came.
1 am enclosing a February program, essentially a test on the Constitution and 
one for April emphasizing patriotic citizenship. Now. John H. Chase, one of the 
Veterans now on our rolls received the D.A.R. Honor Medal on Founders’ Day. He 
has had all the year besides School Work and his subsistence job a daughter with a 
lingering illness in Freedman’s Hospital whom he visited daily and whom he buried
just a week ago. I could give similar human interest stories for others where in a 
hard and fast schedule of classes would he honored more in the breach than in 
observance.
Nevertheless it is our honest intention to follow implicitly the course laid down 
in your five “Suggestions’’ of June 15 and thank you for giving them in such clear 
and concise form.As to the extension of the billing period to more than the semester divisions. 
I sincerely hope this may not be compulsory, since it would work a hardship on 
our teachers who already have to make a sacrifice by waiting four months in being 
paid twice in a school year.As to books I made the mistake a year ago of supposing a certain allowance 
would be granted each semester; and since a minister’s foundation and superstruc­
ture depend on his keeping up with the times in his reading matter I had no hesi­
tancy in putting on the 2nd year or 3rd semester book list the Moffatt Bible, post­
poned the first and disallowed the 2nd semester.
In talking over our contract with Mr. Waters, who has been uniformly helpful 
and understanding, it was agreed that while the course in the School of Religion 
is standardized for 4 years, a student of outstanding ability may make it in three. 
Such a student is C. M. P. who has expressed the desire to enter college freshman 
for the 4 year B.A. degree.
Rgarding the fall registration I understand that the students now enrolled will 
require certification of reentrance into training on Education Eorm 7-1909 of which 
we have stacks and reams. But I do need enlightening on Eorm 7-506. When, 
how, from whom do I receive it? Docs the Veteran make the first move and with­
out prompting? Or will you send it direct to us?
Humble apologies, for an unconscionably long letter. The "Office urgently 
soliciting cooperation" literally goaded this registrar into unburdening. Sorry.
Sincerclv.
w  -Anna J. Cooper. Registrar
Erelinghuvsen University
201 T Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
August 19, 1{M9
Mr. Boise L. Bristor 
OITice of the Statistician 
School Administration. Annex No. 1 
1730 R Street, N.W.
Washington 9, D.C.
Dear Sir:
Please be assured that every effort will be made to maintain approved academic 
standards without relinquishing our purpose to minister to the special, and perhaps 
peculiar need of our people as we ourselves sec it.
Exception may be taken however, to the application of Factory efficiency methods 
to this pitiful handful of veterans whom we arc trying to help. A moment’s reflec­
tion will show that to limit automatically the administrator’s power to three excuses 
proposes a soulless machine, not a group of adult humans earnestly engaged in 
improving themselves, and further, to order summary expulsion for the first poor
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devil that steps beyond hounds would he to erect an arbitrary guillotine for dis­
couraged derelicts with no compensating enrichment to the community either in 
money saved or in citizens built up.
The records of class room attendance which seem to have caused the strictures 
in your letter dated July 7. received more than a week later, were prepared by Miss 
Howell at my request and can be misleading if taken as finalities without due regard 
to the work as a whole and to my own part in its planning and purpose. You are 
aware of course that the Frelinghuysen idea is an innovation in American Education. 
It should be judged not by the size and high grade of its following but by the sound­
ness and sanity of its departure and the nation’s undeniable need for such departure. 
I know of no other school for adults save that for the foreign born that avowedly 
makes Americanization or constructive citizenship building for a cooperating de- 
democracy its cardinal aim and fundamental purpose.
Actually this is precisely what I have injected into the Frelinghuysen program 
through and by means of the Hannah Stanley Opportunity School which becomes 
responsible for English preparatory in every school of the Group. The responsi­
bility involves approach to individual needs by individual teaching not posted in 
class room attendance schedules. It calls for special programs with selected textual 
material. Naturally we have made the Constitution of the United States a funda­
mental requirement and much of our material is supplied by the Committee on 
National Defense through patriotic education. Some. 1 myself have written and 
regularly, both for standard American ideals and for “reading, writing and speaking 
English” I have taken sermons by arrangement with National Religious Radio, 
making direct and personal contacts with such minds as Fosdick. Sockman. Stamm 
and such substitutions as George Washington's Prayer, Lincoln's Gettysburg Address. 
Stevenson's Prayer adopted without change, that of West Pointers with emendations 
to meet our needs, together with the daily ritual of rededication to the principles 
of American Democracy and the Ephcbic Oath of Ancient Athens pledging loyalty 
and lifelong devotion to service of city, country, humanity.
It will be seen from printed programs, samples inclosed, that herein lie the 
essentials of constructive citizenship building and that its efficacy cannot be regi­
mented mechanically like that of fifth or sixth grade children.
For veterans in School of Religion as for others, it must be said that while our 
school is non-sectarian, individual students are not, and each may need and should 
not be denied a limited portion of time for “ field or labatory work" in what is to 
to be his ultimate service. In short, we have not sought and do not receive personal 
preferment or gain of any kind and think we have the right to claim from the Ameri­
can public and its Government both present protection and subsequent support for 
what has been a voluntary gift in community service and a Labor of Love.
Sincerely,
“G. I.” GRADUATES — SCHOOL OF RELIGION
John H. Chase, Oct. *17 • June *50 
Carl M. Patterson. Feb. *17 • Feb. '50 
Everett W. Stevenson. Feb. ’46 - Feb. ’50 
Clarence Savoy, Enrolled Jan. 16. 1950, withdrew October 1950
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Public Schools of the 
District of Columbia 
1730 R Street. N.W.
Washington 9. D.C.
January 3, 1951
Miss Anna J. Cooper. Director 
Frelinghuysen University 
201 T Street, N.W.
Washington 1, D.C.
Dear Miss Cooper:
This office has submitted a report to the Board of Education regarding our re­
cent re-investigation of your school.It is a pleasure for me to inform you that your training program and operation 
of the school has been rated as adequate to warrant continued approval by the Board 
of Education to train veterans under the provisions of Public Law 346, 78th 
Congress, as amended, and Section 5 of Public Law 610.
The total maximum allowable enrollment for the school is 10.
The courtesies you have extended to me and my staff in the past are appreciated, 
and we trust that we may enjoy your continued cooperation in the future.
Please feel free to call upon us whenever we can be of assistance to you and
your school.*
Very truly yours,
Boise L. Bristor
Secretary, Advisory Committee
Services to Veterans
Veterans Administration 
Regional Office No. 2 
1825 H Street. N.W.
Washington, D. C.
January 11, 1951 •*. *Frelinghuysen University 
201 T Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Gentlemen:
This letter confirms an examination of the records of your institution by Mr. 
Cyril R. Haas and Mr. Harold S. Heicr, Contract Officer, on January 8, 1951.
I am pleased to inform you that the records examined on the above date were 
found adequate.Please accept my appreciation for your co-operation with this office in the train­
ing of veterans under the applicable laws and regulations.
—12—
Very truly yours,
Edward A. Downey, Chief 
Training Facilities Section
F O U N D E R S ' D A Y
Survival is a struggle for the fifes/
Self Help, the task o f the efficient 
Service, the joy  of the elect. —A.J.C.
December 31, 1943
Dr. John W. Studebakcr,
Commissioner of Education,
Washington, D.C.
My Dear Dr. Sludebaker:This “report" of the Frelinghuyscn Croup of Schools for Employed Colored 
Persons does not pretend to have been “called for" by the Office of Education; and 
yet it may not be amiss for the Commissioner of Education as the year is closing to 
check up on an obscure and unrecognized school which claims to be of. by, and for 
an unprivileged, unpresented, un-understood and far too often exploited group in 
our great American commonwealth. Every self-initiated impulse toward group 
betterment through education and a consciously planned internal development vitally 
concerns the lover of his country’s progress; and when a venture that appeared at 
first to defy gravity itself like the struggle to rise with no other leverage than one’s 
own bootstraps actually, in spite of high water and all else seems to get somewhere 
that spells “up," then surely it is high time for the fact finding investigator to take a 
look in, and no open minded official will begrudge credit where credit is due.
Thirty-seven years ago a government clerk in the Pension Office, after graduating 
from Howard University, started a school, with the avowed purpose of reaching the 
group “lowest down." the intentionally forgotten man, untaught and unprovided for 
either in the public schools for all classes or in the colleges and universities for 
the talented tenth. Singularly enough this far seeing colored man wrote into his 
prospectus the unique purpose: “to promote harmonious relations between white 
and colored citizens." and with vision worthy a millionaire philanthropist he pro­
ceeded to map out an institution on paper costing hundreds of thousands of dollars 
while he had in hand only his own modest home in Northwest Washington. There 
were white as well as colored teachers in the school of Jesse I.awson and degrees 
were conferred on white as well as colord candidates for the honor.
By a coincidence that almost proves the proverb that trouble never comes singly, 
the death of Mr. Lawson in 1929 synchronized uncannily with an Act of Congress 
which placed the accrediting of diplomas for the District of Columbia in the hands 
of the local Board of Education. At the same inauspicious moment there was ap­
pointed to the Board of Education a colored representative who favored setting up 
a commercialized Law School under certain instructors who had gained their experi­
ence and prestige in the John M. Langston under Mr. Lawson. This combination 
of untoward circumstances resulted in a pointed arbitrary refusal of recognition 
for Mr. Lawson’s work of a quarter century and a rather grandiloquent bestowal of 
unearned honors on a new and entirelv untried venture in the educational field. 
Undaunted by this open and uncalled for slap in the face, and not waiting for the 
green light of accrediting boards and \ .  V. A. scholarships, the Frelinghuyscn ex­
ecutives went cheerily ahead with stream-lined courses of study that have won respect 
outside the District of Columbia. Some industrial and commercial lines were dis­
continued; no degrees were offered in any line, but the smaller number of diplomas
—13—
earned by thoro and strictly conscientious teaching have with no exceptions been 
accorded credit due to sound training and efficient service.
No one can deny that the hare fact of survival is bed ro?k argument for fitness 
in the struggle for existence and that self help or self support is in itself a high 
exponent of social efficiency, while altruistic service, help for one's kind, one’s 
country, one's world is the acknowledged crown and glory of the elect. By these 
yardsticks of social appraisal this reporter modestly submits to the sober judgement 
of the educational world the unvarnished record of the Frelinghuysen Group of 
Schools known as Frelinghuysen University.
Survival: A permanent home at 2nd and T Streets, N.W., debt free. Mortgage 
burned and release recorded Nov. 16. 1943.
S elf Support: Current expenses kept within budgeted income accruing from 
tuition, spending currently only what has been earned currently.
P atriotic Service: Bed Cross classes in Home nursing. Nutrition. First Aid. Camp 
Fire Girls, Victory Garden, War Bonds deposited for safe keeping with the 
U. S. Treasury to credit of Endowment Fund Frelinghuysen University, Inc. 
Every gift large or small is promptly and rigidly applied to the next War 
Bond. Not a penny outside the earned tuition can he used for current needs.
And now that is all. It does not add up to much, in fact, where billions are 
like chicken feed and where men threaten to walk out by thousands when living 
costs vary a fraction from supposed adjustments to their wants. The widows mite 
didn’t amount to much either hut somehow it got boosted by One who could discern 
spiritual values and estimate the worth of imponderables like loyalty and love and 
self sacrifice in comparison with the bigness of the money changers and the loudness 
of powerful politics.In the hope that this simple srevice of ours may he thus transformed by the 
clear insight and unbiased judgement of the men of good will of the Office of National 
Education at Washington, 1). C.. we beg to subscribe ourselves very respectfully 
yours,
The Trustees, Faculty, Officers of the Frelinghuysen 
Group of Schools for Employed Colored Persons.
Per Anna J. Cooper. R eg is tra r ,
— 14—
F O U N D E R S ' D A Y
“7*« instil into our students a patriotic love uj home and country, obedience to the 
laws oj Cod and of man. and a sincere, intelligent striving for harmonious relations 
between white and colored citizens.
—J esse Lawson.
FORTY-FIRST ANNIVERSARY 
N S I) A R
Guest of Honor-------------------------------------------------Mrs. M. V. Engelbacli
Vice Chairman National Defense Committee 
D.C. Daughters of the American Revolution 
HOW FIRM A FOUNDATION 
The Frelinghuysen Prayer (Stevenson) Rev. Ernest Gibbs 
O God our Father-Give us grace and strength to preserve. Give us courage and gaety and the quiet 
mind. Spare to us our friends and soften to us our enemies. Bless us if it may be 
in all our innocent endeavors. If it mav not. give us strength to encounter that 
which is to come. That we may be brave in peril, constant in tribulation. Temperate 
in wrath and in all the changes of fortune down to the gates of death loyal and 
in wrath and in all the changes of fortune down to the gates of death loyal and 
loving to one another.
DEAR LAND OF HOMB-Si&e/ms
The American's Creed: I believe in the United States of America as a government 
of the people, by the people, for the people, whose just powers are derived from 
the consent of the governed. A democracy in a republic. A sovereign nation of 
many sovereign states a perfect union, one and inseparable, established upon those 
principles of fredom, equality, justice and humanity for which American patriots 
sacrificed their lives and fortunes.
I therefore belive it is my duty to mv country to love it, to support its constitu­
tion. to obey its laws, to respect its flag, and to defend it against all enemies.
Veterans Chorus: WE MUST BE VIGILANT 
Candidates for the DAR good citizenship Medal of Honor from the
Jesse Lawson School of Religion.
Everett W. Stevenson. Mrs. Monta J. Tavlor. Jesse G. Taylor. Edward G. Wiggins
THE AWARD TO GOOD CITIZENSHIP 
Mrs. M. V. Engel bach, representing the N.S.D.A.R.
Vice Chairman Committee on National Defense District of Columbia 
DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION.
I The Basis of Citizenship_____________________________ Everett W. Stevenson
“Whatever be the fortunes of America I accept them for my own. Bom upon 
her soil of a father thus* born before me, from an ancestry that occupied it while 
yet it was a part of England’s possessions, she is in every sense my Mother. I 
shall die upon her bosom. She shall know no peril but it is my peril no conflict 
but it is my conflict, and no abyss or ruin into which I shall not share her fall. 
May the Lord God guide, protect and bless America, my Native land, my 
Home."
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II The Pledge to Cood Citizenship---------------------------------------- Jesse C. Taylor
“I will never bring disgrace to our City, our country, our School or our race 
by any act of dishonesty or cowardice. I will never desert our suffering com­
rades in the ranks. I will fight for our ideals and the sacred things of life 
both alone and with many. I will revere and obey the Constitution and do 
my best to incite a like respect and reverence in those about me who are prone 
to annul and set it at naught. I will strive increasingly to quicken the public’3 
sense of civic duty; and thus in all these ways I will strive to transmit this 
heritage of mine, not only not less, but greater, better, more beautiful than t 
was transmitted to me.**
Ill The Consequent Outlook. Duty. Responsibility----------------Edward C. Wiggins
I AM AN AMERICAN
I AM an American.Cod willing. I will carve out my future with these two hands and this brain.
I will stand on my own feet and I will win success for myself and my own.
If I should fail or fall behind my fellows in the race of life, the fault and 
discredit will be mine, no other’s.
If I lose I seek no alibi in the character of my environment, of the economic 
system or of the kind of government.
I harbor no class resentment, no race hatred. no color prejudice. I carry no 
red Hag of bitterness or sedition.
I fight forward, whining not. independent, clear-eyed.
I AM an American.
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL 
THE ST  V  DENTS' HR A YE R  (Adapted) Rev. June D. Catlett
O God. our Father, Thou Searcher o f men's hearts, help us to draw near to Thee 
in sincerity and truth. May our religion be filled with gladness and may our wor­
ship o f Thee be natural.
Strengthen and increase our admiration for honest dealing and clean thinking, 
and suffer not our hatred of hypocrisy and pretense ever to diminish. Encourage 
us in our endeavor to live above the common level o f life. Make us to choose the 
harder right instead o f the easier wrong, and never be content with a half truth 
when the whole can be icon. Endow us with courage that is bqrn of loyalty to all 
that is noble and worthy, that scorns to compromise with vice and injustice and 
knows no fear when truth and right are in jeopardy. Guard us against flippancy 
and irreverence in the sacred things o f life. Grant us new ties o f friendship and 
new opportunities o f service. Kindle our hearts in fellowship with those o f a cheer­
fu l countenance, and soften our hearts with sympathy for those who sorrow and 
suffer. May we find genuine pleasure in clean and wholesome mirth and feel in­
herent disgust for coarse-minded humor. Help us, in our work and in our play 
to keep ourselves physically strong, mentally awake, and morally straight, that tve 
may be the better maintain the honor o f our race and o f our country untarnished and 
unsullied, and acquit ourselves like men in our effort to realize the ideals o f Ere- 
linghuysen in doing our duty to Thee and to our Country. A ll o f which we ask 
in the name o f the Great Friend and Master of men. —Amen.
BLEST BE THE TIE THAT BINDS
Benediction
President, Erelinghuysen University
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Rev. A. A. Birch
National Defense Committee 
D.A.R. Administration Building 
1720 D Street, N.W.
Washington 6. D.C.
February 28. 1917
Dear Miss Cooper:
It was indeed kind of you to remember us with a copy of the I.incoln-Douglass 
Day Program featured at your school. We feel certain your program, so well 
planned, was a great success.
As a reader of the NATIONAL DEFENSE NEWS we know you are aware of 
our belief that there has been a spirit in America that has guided our history We 
have emphasized the recognition of the observance of patriotic and national holidays 
as a means of keeping alive the spirit.
We trust the reprints of articles appearing in the NEWS, sent to you under 
separate cover, will be helpful.
Cordially yours.
Florence II. Becker 
(Mrs. William A. Becker) 
National Chairman
Miss Anna J. Cooper 
Frelinghuysen University 
201 T Street, N.W. 
Washington 1, D.C
2601 13th Street. N.W. 
Washington, D.C.
February 17, 1945
Dear Dr. Cooper,
I send this little note to tell you and the students of Frelinghuysen again how 
much Mrs. ShafTer and 1 enjoyed participating in the celebration of Lincoln-Douglass 
Day, and how much I thank you for the gift of the beautiful orchid, which still re­
mains unfaded and lovely, though it has been to several parties with me since Thurs­
day evening. It was indeed kind of you all to think of me in such pleasant fashion, 
and I appreciate it very much.
The whole program of Thursday evening made me realize anew how' good it is 
to work together for this country we love, and to sing with understanding hearts its 
cherished songs.
Sincerely,
Dorothy E. Marvin 
(Mrs. C.H. Marvin)
16 Clark Street 
Saratoga Springs, N.Y.
September 8, 1944
Dear Dr. Cooper.
Your program with note was forwarded to me here at my sister's home where 
I am enjoying a few weeks rest. I shall remain for the month of September. The 
baths and the “Saratoga Cure" are most refreshing.
I am happy that you were able to present the medal to Rev. Joseph C. Hall with 
proper ceremonies. This completes my official work on the committee.
Mrs. Cloyd Hech Marvin, wife of the president of George Washington University, 
will carry on the work from now on. You will find her a very capable and enthusi­
astic person, interested in your school and anxious to carry on the work where I 
have left it. I shall miss the association with your school, hut I heartily recommend 
her to you in carrying on the interest in the Awards work.
Most sincerely,
Zepherine Towne Shaffer 
(Mrs. Pearl M. Shaffer) *
*
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ROLL OF HONOR
My Oath: / will faithfully observe support and defend the Constitution o f tho 
United States o f America. The foundation of American freedom.
AW ARD OF GOOD CITIZENSHIP MEDAL
FOR
HONOR. SERVICE, COURAGE. LEADERSHIP, SCHOLARSHIP
BY
COMMITTEE ON NATIONAL DEFENSE 
Through Patroitic Education
OF
DAUGHTERS OF THE AMERICAN REVOLUTION
1 9 4 1
Rev. Clifton W. Aukward, Pastor M.E. Church 
Rev. Barkley Cross, Pastor Gallilee Baptist Church
1 9 4 2
Rev. Joseph J. Howard. A.M.E. Zion Church 
Rev. James C. Wyatt, Ass’t. Pastor, Baptist 
Joe Tyson, Government Service and School of Law 
Cecelia E. Goodman. School of Education 
Rosa B. Johnson. Social Service. Utica N.Y.
Florence Gatewood
1 9 4  3
Corinna Douglass. Hannah Stanley Opportunity School 
Warren Russell Hicks. Jesse Lawson School of Religion 
U.S. Naval Training Station. Great Lakes. III., later Coxswain. Ass’t. Chaplin 
1 9  4 4 Rev. Joseph C. Hall. St. John’s Church. Chester. Pa.
Rev. Edward McNair. Pastor Harve de Grace. Md.
Ruth R. Green
1 9 4 3 Rev. Emmett Starks, Assistant Pastor
1 9 4  6 Walthro Lattimore. Howard Diggs. Blondcl! Tobias. Mary G. Kelly 
19 17 Everett II. Stevenson. Edward G. \Y'iggins. Jesse C. Taylor. Monda J. Taylor 
1 9 4  8 Mrs. Pearl M. Shaffer. DAR presiding
Our Claim: George IK‘Mason 
Our Pledge: Carl M. Patterson 
Our Status: Mary Stevenson 
1 9 4 9  John II. (’base. James Caldwell
AWARDS
D. C. National Society. D.A.R.
Committee National Defense through Patriotic Education
MEDALS OF HONOR 
Mrs. Edward Jerome Dies 
Chairman Good Citizenship Medals 
Mrs. David L. Wells 
State Regent District of Columbia 
A W A R D S
D. C. National Society, D.A.R.•Committee National Defense through Patroitic Education
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THE SERVANT IN THE HOUSE
TIIK SERVANT IN THE HOUSE 
By CHARLES RANN KENNEDY 
One of the* Greatest Plays of Modern Times
THKME: “THE SPIRIT OF CHRIST (MANSON) AND 
ITS MANIFESTATION AMONG MEN TODAY .”
Presented with special permission of the author at 
St. George's Chapel. 2nd and U Streets. N.W.
Friday and Saturday. Mav 30th and 31st. 1941
At 8:15 P.M .
The English Study Class of the Frclinghuysen group of Schools under the 
direction of Anna J. Cooper, assisted by Mrs. Lula Love Lawson,
Mrs. Laverne Boyer Birch and 
T he Reverend Adolphus Birch 
Vicar o f St. George s Chapel
Autograph Inscription:
“For the library of Frelinghuyscn University, With the Best Wishes of the 
Author, September 23, 1930.
“Everything comes true, if you wish hard enough."
S igned: Charles Rann Kennedy to Anna J. Cooper.
SPONSORS
Mrs. Mary Mason Jones, Dr. Oeorgiana R. Simpson. Miss Zita F. Dyson
Mrs. Mary Ferguson Thompson
PROPERTIES
Mrs. Gregoria Fraser Goins
SCENERY
Mr. Samuel D. Milton
STAGE MANAGEMENT 
Mr. Herbert S. Xicholls
Note: The Religion of Manson ("Son of Man") is universal and all inclusive as 
to time and place. No apology is offered, therefore, for discarding the lingo of 
London for that of Washington. Our 'Common working man" grumbles man* 
fashion about his 18 bucks—Not ”18 bobs a week uhen yer gits it.”
TAKING PART
ROBERT SMITH, a working man who uses bad words and hates parsons, but hadn’t 
a bad nature to begin with.
—Clifton W. Aukward, ’42 Rel. 
DR. WILLIAM SMYTHF, Vicar. his scholarly brother, a bit discouraged over empty 
pews and the fact that the Church is perceptibly falling into rather "bad odor."
Barkley Cross. ’41 Rel.
MARTHA, his ambitious wife, anxious to see her husband shine as head of a flourish­
ing and prosperous congregation worthy of his brilliant talents.
—Lula Love Lawson
DR. JAMES PONSONBY MAKESHYFTE, /iis/iop o f Lancashire, her brother, a 
little deaf and rather blind, who U Director of the “Society for Promotion of 
Emoluments for the Higher Clergy.”
—Joe Tyson, *14, Law
MARY, a half orphan who has never been told about her father, but still believes 
in fairy tales.
— Laverne Royer Rirch
MANSON. The Servant in the House, who eventually turns out to be the MASTER.Reverend Adolphus A. Rirch
P rocession\ i. Hymn: The Church’s One Foundation
St. George’s Vested Choir
PATRONS
Mrs. M. M. Alexander Mrs. H. O. Atkins Mr. & Mrs. Joseph B. Allen Mrs. & Mrs. Clifton W. Aukward Miss Emily G. Baer Mrs. Mollit T. Barrier Miss Suzanna Blackwell Mrs. Prances Boyce Miss M ary E. Brooks Miss Grace A. Brown M r. Chas. F . M. Browne Mrs. Jam es F. Bundy Rev. & Mrs. Ju lius S. Carroll Dr. & Mrs. Simeon L. Carson 
Mrs. Florence P. Clark Miss Emm a Clarke Dr. & Mrs. Eugene A. Clark 
Miss W. A. Coleman Mrs. B ertha Collins Mr. Samuel Compton Mrs. Emily Compton Miss Thom *sine C arrothers Mr. & Mrs. Barkley Cross P e r . Henry Cross Mrs. Cora Davis Mrs. H  Gillem Dixon Mrs. M ary E. H. Dixon Mr. &  Mrs. Chas. Duke Miss Z ita Dyson P*v. Josiah  E. Elliott Miss M ary Europe Mrs. L. Naylor Fitzhugh M i's E dith  Fleetwood Mrs. G regorla F raser Goins M i's  Cecelia Goodman Mrs. J .  F rancis Gregory Miss Ida M ae Hall Miss M innie J .  Hall M rs Ju lia  W est Ham ilton M r. &  Mrs. Edm und Hill Miss Beatrice Hill Mrs. M. E. Holland M r. Mrs. Jo h n  H. Holloway Judge W illiam  L. Houston Mr. & Mrs. W illiam H . H unt Mrs. L. Haywood Johnson Miss Ju lia  P. Johnson Mrs. Rosa B. Johnson Mrs. L. T ren t Johnson Mrs. L. Terrell Jones Rev & Mrs. W illiam R. Jones
Mrs. M amie B. Lane Rev. & Mrs. Jno. W. Lavall Mrs. Edward Lawson Mr. J. Henry. Lewis Mrs. Edgar Love Rev. George Lucas J.P.Dr. G ran t LucasMiss Hope LyonsMr. & Mrs. Sam 'l D. M atthewsMr. C. C. McDuffieMrs. M. L. McEaddyMrs. C Bailcv McNeillRev. H. T. MedfordMrs. Kelly MillerRev. J. S. MillerMiss Helen J. MooreMr. Zeph P. MooreMiss H annah MorrisMrs. Ju lia  S. MorrisonM r. &  Mrs. W ilbur NewtonMiss Jan ie  PageMrs. Gabrielle PelhamMrs. Louise K. P ickettMr. & Mrs. Leon PerryMrs. F anne tte  W alker PennMrs. M ary H. Plum m erMrs. Dollie Pinkney ReidMrs. M ary E. R ichardsMrs. B lanche Adams RossMrs. Ella Bruce RobinspnDr. E m m ett J .  ScottMrs. Emily ScottMr. & Mrs. J . B ernard ShamwellAtty. W ilfred S helliranMrs. L aura B. ShellmanMr & Mrs. S. B. SimmonsMr. Leroy Sm ithMiss Linnie R. Sm ithMrs. Leona Dodson Sm ithMrs. H . George S tew artMrs. J . W alter S tew artMrs. M. W right SyphaxDr. & Mrs. Wm. J. Thom pkinsMrs. L aura ThompsonMrs. Man* F . ThomDsonMrs. Ju an ita  H. Thom asDr. & Mrs. W. A. TolsonMrs. Della Bundy T urnerM r. Joe TysonMrs. L etha JonesDr. David A. Lane
Mrs. David A. Willis ton Mrs. Obziene M. W alker Mrs. Mamie H. W alton Miss Jean e tte  W ashington Dr. & Mrs. Chas. H. Wesley Mrs. Alice Nelson Williams
Mr. & Mrs. Phil B. Williams Mr. Charles G. Williams Mrs. Lillian M. Williams Miss M. O ’H are Williamson Dr. &  Mrs. G arnet C. W ilkinson Mrs. E tta  Contee Young
Financial sta tem ent to th e  public, of the  Library account of Frelinghuysen Uni­versity. with grateful acknowledgements to my patrons and  friends for the  "Servant 
in the  House”. May 30. 1941.A. Sm ithsonian Scientific Series Inc.1 Set with T ransportation  charges Credits to date <f» $5.00 per m onthBalance
B. American Law Book Co.Complete S et Corpus Ju ris  A nnotations etc.C. J. Secundum  Vols. 1-23 A nnotations 1935-1940 C. J. S. Pocket parts 1 Copy C.J. IndexCredits to date Balance
T otal indebtedness as shown by the  combined balances of accounts A & B covered by check of Anna J. Cooper. Special Fund to  Frelinghuysen University. May 29. 1941. Respectfully submitted, ANNA J. COOPER.
$100.70$ 65.00 35.70 $100.70 $100.70
$265.00172.5060.0013.3015.00$457.5068.30$525.80 $525.80
$104.00
"GIVE SERVICE’1
THE CAMP FIRE GIRLS OF FRELINGHUYSEN 
ALL OUT FOR VICTORY 
GIVE SERVICE, GIVE A SONG. GIVE YOURSELF 
WHATEVER YOU ARE OR CAN DO 
To assist the Alumni Association in buying War Bonds to endow 
THE FRELINGHUYSEN UNIVERSITY
Anna J. Cooper, Guardian of Aurora Camp Fire Girls lias written for them a 
play to be produced before the public at 10:00 A.M. Thursday, December 24, 1912. 
Place not yet determined.
O U T L I N E
Scene I. CHRISTMAS HERE AND NOW.
Home of three children of the not over privileged sort, whose Daddy fights 
overseas and whose Mother works out.
Scene II. CHRISTMAS ANNO DOMINI.
The children’s Dream City with the Holy Babe, Seraphs, Chorus of Angels, 
Shepherds, and Wise Men of Europe, Asia. Africa.
Scene III. CHRISTMAS “OVERTHERE.”
Somewhere with the grim God of W ar. The Prince of Peace is palpably 
absent on His birthday. Armed forces marching and training to kill and 
destroy. Red Cross Angels of mercy are ministering what comfort and 
consolation are humanly possible. In the oiling a Rainbow of Promise. 
“Ring in the Christ that is to he."
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C H A R A C T E R S
THE THREE SISTERS:
Hannah, the little M other___________________________ Lillian Spearman
Nannette, aged e ig h t_____________________ Madeline Haywood Beckwith
Annikins, aged fo u r__________________________________ Sheilah Browne
THE SUNSHINE CLUB FROM COMMUNITY SERVICE:
Inez Browne, Carol Greene. Janice Browne
and
SANTA CLAUS
THE THREE KINGS:Gaspard___________________________________________Fuller Thompson
M elchior______________________________________________ James Elliott
Balthazar--------------------------------------------------------------------- Roger Brown
SHEPHERDS: Clide Caveness, James WilliamsWinfred H. Wesson and Edward Faison 
Winfred II. Wesson and Edward Faison 
CHORISTERSRED CROSS NURSES: Mrs. Margaret Moore. Mrs. Clara Blackwell. Mrs. Pearl 
Lyons. Mrs. Sally Yergan, Mrs. Ella Frazier and Mrs. Portia Ware.
THE ANGEL OF PROMISE ________ _____________ Mr. Reginald Franklyn Fisher
THE SPIRIT OF AMERICA--------------- -------------------Madame Anne Bass Sterling
AN OPEN LETTER
Qui sert bien son pays, I\na pas besoin d’aieux
AURORA CAMP FIRE GIRLS 
Anna J. Cooper. Guardian 
201 Tea Street. X.W.
Washington, D.C.
Dear Friend:
Doubtless you are already buying WAR BONDS for yourself and encouraging 
others to do the same as a patriotic duty. Another dollar from you added to the 
combined effort of our Camp Fire Girls in the Christmas spirit of our play will not 
onlv encourage other young people in loyal service for our country in the terrible 
crisis through which the world is struggling, but. by investing the Bonds so bought 
in the endowment of an institution for the educational advancement of our people, 
we insure its stability and recognition for generations to come.
We count on your friendly cooperation.
Sincerely,
Aurora Camp Fire Girls.
“Contributions made to you are deductible by the donors in arriving at their
taxable net income.*’ By— Commissioner Internal Revenue
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A CHRISTMAS GIFT FOR UNCLE SAM
FOR UNCLE SAM
AURORA CAMP FIRE GIRLS OF FRELINGHUYSEN 
TWELVE - YEAR - OLDSTERS AND UNDER 
ARE WORKING TO BUY WAR BONDS 
TO HIT HITLER!
BUY! WE SAID — NOT SELL!
Our aim is ten big fat F Ward Bonds par 100 selling at 74, to be added to the 
Endowment Fund of this institution for colored working people. Our method is 740 
numbered tickets at one dollar each for just the nicest Christmas play you ever saw— 
’cause some of our grown ups and best singers who can really sing are going to be 
our Angels and Shepherds and Wise Men, and we'll just be Camp Fire Girls.
If you will take a ticket, your name will be inscribed on the Victory list in our 
Assembly Room where we watch every dollar grow till it gets to be a Bond for a 
Bomber.Purchase tickets of Anna J. Cooper, our guardian, 201 T Street. N.W. Sale 
begins Saturday, December 4 at 2 P.M. The Play, CHRISTMAS BELLS, Wednes­
day, December 23, 1942, at 7 P.M. in St. George’s Parish Hall, 2nd and U Streets, 
Northwest.
N. B.—Every dollar paid for tickets makes you a contributor to the Hundred Dollar 
War Bond which endows an institution for the education of colored working people.
Not a penny of your dollar goes for expenses.
WE GIVE SERVICE
"Qui serf birn son pays. n a  pas brsoin tVaieux.”
N. B.—We’ve GOT to win this War! This can be done only by personal sacrifice, 
earnest unselfish efTort. and enthusiastic team work from all of us. high and low, 
rich and poor, black and white, young or old.
The loyal Sons and Daughters of Frelinghuysen are now on their fifth series F 
War Bond and “Watching it Grow." Every dollar earned or contributed is deposited 
with the Perpetual Building Association and exchanged for a War Bond as soon 
as the market price $74.00 is reached.The Camp Fire Girls are pledged to do their utmost in the War effort and to 
“Give Service” for VICTORY. They believe, too, that with the sympathetic support 
of their friends their tiny contribution will somehow count in the big result for what 
it is worth.
“(Jin' sert bien son pays. N \i pas brsoin d'aieux.”
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The White House 
Washington, D. C.
Mrs. Anna J. Cooper December 9, 1943
Sponsor, Aurora Camp Fire Cirls 
My clear Mrs. Cooper:Mrs. Roosevelt asks me to thank you for your communication of December 1. 
She is glad to see the good report on the work of the Camp l ire Cirls of Freling- 
huysen University.Mrs. Roosevelt congratulates the girls and you on your achievements and sends 
you her good wishes for continued success. Very sincerely yours,
Malorina C. Thompson 
Secretary to Mrs. Roosevelt
United States Senate
Com. on Agriculture and Forestry
Dr. Anna J. Cooper December 22, 1943
Frelinghuvsen University 
201 T Street, N.W.
Washington, D.C.
Dear Dr. Cooper:I was interested in the communication sent out by your University telling about 
the activities of your Camp Fire Girls in promoting the purchase of war bonds. I 
think this is an excellent patriotic motive and a splendid project which these girls 
are sponsoring. I am glad to have a part in this project and I am enclosing a SI.00 
war stamp as a contribution to this fund.
With kind regards and all good wishes for the continued Success of Freling­
huvsen University, I am Sincerely yours.
Arthur Capper
Mrs. Harry C. Oberholser 
2933 Berkshire Road 
Cleveland Heights, Ohio 
-  February 12, 1943
Dear Dr. Cooper:
Of all the many Christmas messages that came to me this past Christmas none 
was more beautiful or inspiring than your play, ‘’Christmas Bells.’*
We have removed from Washington to Cleveland, having bought a house here 
last August.
My husband is interested in the Natural History Museum in Cleveland and I 
suppose we will remain here indefinitely.
I so often think of the wonderful work you are doing and look back on my 
visits to your school as one of the privileges of my D.A.R. administration.
You have my very best wishes in your accomplishments and may every success 
attend your efforts.
Thanking you for your thought of me at Christmas. I am.
Sincerely yours,
Man* F. Oberholser
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March 30. 1948
My Dear Dr. Cooper:I cannot tell you how much I appreciate your thoughtfullness in sending me 
your Founders' Day Program, which brings hack to me thoughts of the very pleasant 
April 10 Program of last year. Both Mrs. Hartman and myself have often spoken 
of it.I have read with much interest the several messages and programs you have 
sent during the year, and have appreciated each one. It is splendid that your work 
there at Frelinghuysen continues, and I sincerely hope this has been a successful 
year in every way.
It would be a pleasure to he with you on April 1, hut I will have to meet my 
husband at the Airport at the time you will he meeting, so it will not he possible 
this time.Do, please remember me to Rev. Birch, and tell him that I am still attending 
All Saint’s Church, hut have not seen him at breakfast there this year.
Again, thank you for remembering me. and know that I will always be in­
terested in your good work. Very sincerely,
Helen S. Engelbach
6903 Brookeville Hoad 
Chevy Chase, Md.
“Better light a candle than curse the darkness."
—Chinese Proverb.
FOUNDERS' DAY
1906 - 1945
FRELINGHUYSEN UNIVERSITY 
A Group of Schools for Employed Colored Persons 
201 T Street. N.YV., Washington. D.C.
THURSDAY, APRIL 5, 1945 
at Eight O’clock P.M.
Rev. A. A. Birch. President; Lula Love Lawson. I ice President 
Rev. J. H. Holloway. Sec y;  Chas. F.M. Brow ne. Treas.
F O U N D E R S
Rosetta Coakley Lawson 
1856 - 1936 
Dr. J esse Lawson 
1856 - 1927
“Almighty God: Our sons, pride of our nation, this day have set upon a mighty 
endeavor, a struggle to preserve our Republic, our religion and our civilization and 
to set free a suffering humanity. . . O Lord give us faith, give us faith in Thee, 
faith in each other, faith in our united crusade. . . Help us to conquer the apostles
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of greed and racial arrogances. Lead us to the saving of our country and to a peace 
that will let all men live in freedom, reaping the just rewards of their honest toil.”
-  The President's oun Prayer.
B E C A U S E
"It u ill help to bring our boys home again uith Victory for our cause. At the same 
time every dollar adds a permanent stone in the foundation of a loyal and patriotic 
institution for developing, educating, Americanizing u hitherto neglected and ton 
often exploited group of native born American citizens for a better, broader, saner, 
more civil, more reasonable Post II ar World."
“THE FIRST THOUSAND”!
The story of the 10th War Bond to Endow’ Frclinghuysen University.
BOND No. 1, MAY 29, 1941
“The United States Defense Bond which this writing is affixed, is the personal 
and voluntary contribution of Anna J. Cooper, retiring president of Frelinghuysen 
University, for an Endowment Fund. It is given in the hope and with the expec­
tation and expressed desire that a drive be inaugurated by the National Association 
of Frelinghuysen Loyal Sons and Daughters to invest in like manner in U. S. Bonds 
by purchasing War Stamps with every dollar contributed until the amount of S75 
is reached to purchase a Series F. One Hundred Dollar Bond applicable to 
universities.
BOND No. 2, APRIL, 1942.
Loyal Sons and Daughters of Frelinghuysen under the inspiring leadership of 
Miss Fletcher Mae Howell, president of the National Alumni Association and the 
slogan: “Builders Not Wreckers.”
BOND No. 3, MAY 30. 1942. Alumni Drive—Miss Cecelia E. Goodman. Chairman. 
Motto: “Watch It Grow.”
BOND No. 4, AUGUST 22. 1942. Rev. J. T. Brooks. Vice Chairman of Trustee 
Board assisted by Southern Maryland Baptist Association and others.
BOND No. 5. JANUARY 4. 1943, Aurora Camp Fire Girls. 12 year oldsters with 
a call GIVE SERVICE FOR VICTORY! We’ve GOT to wih this War! by personal 
sacrifice, earnest unselfish effort, enthusiastic team work from all of us. high and 
low. rich and poor, black and white, young and old.” Qui sert bien son pays N'a 
besoin tfaeiux." Public response to their playlet “Christmas Bells” put over the 
5th Bond outright and carried over S16 on the 6th.
BOND No. 6, SEPTEMBER 10. 1913. further contributors to Christmas Play and 
others.
BOND No. 7. DECEMBER 10, 1943. War Stamps as Christmas gifts from friends.
BOND No. 8. FEBRUARY 17. 1944. Rev. J. S. Miller, Ex. Com. of L.S. & I), assisted 
by Pilgrim Baptist Church and others.
BOND No. 9, MAY 10, 1914, growing.
BOND No. 10. MARCH 31. 1945 Voila! Safe for keeps in U.S. Government Securities.
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WHO HELPED TO MAKE THIS POSSIBLE
Bp. C. C. AileyneRev. George AdamsMrs. M ary Sw ift AndereggDr. Simon G. AtkinsMrs. Chas. B. BeckwithRev. and  Mrs. J .  T . BrooksMiss Hope P. BellMiss M ary E. BrooksRev. A. A. BirchChas. F. M. BrowneMiss Jim m ie ByrdMrs. Emmie D. ButlerMiss E thel B rent
Rev. J .  BarnesRev. Cornelius V. BrownR ichard BarakDr. F rank  BogginsDr. Talm adgc BaldwinMrs. M. T ancil BarrierDr. H arry  BurleighMrs. O. M. BoyerMrs. Frances BoyceMrs. Maude L. BassSupervisor J. C. BruceRoscoe C. BruceW. A. BowieMiss Edna BurkeDr. D. W ellington C urranJam es W. ChildsMrs. Jan e  T hom as CasparMrs. Lola Ruffln CrutcherMiss Loletta C rutcher
S enator A rthur Capper Miss May Criols Miss Beulah C. Coles Mrs. Nannie L. Delany Mrs. Corinna Douglas Mrs. Adelaide Cook Daly Dr. Eva B. Dykes Andrew Driver Miss Z ita E. Dyson Rev. Howard D. Diggs Miss B ertha M. Edwards Miss Edyth Fleetwood Dr. W illiam J . Thompkins Mrs. Goldie Tilghm an Dr. and Mrs. W. A. Tolson Miss Blondell Tobias Atty. S. A. Tucker George T urner Joe Tyson Mrs. H. Clay Tyson R. W atson
Dr. Francis J .  Grimke Mrs. E thel H arris Grubbs Miss Emily G. Fletcher Miss J .  E. Guernsey Mrs. M ary R . Green Miss Ju lia  C. G ran t Rev. Jo h n  Giles Rev. E rnest Gibbs Miss Cecelia E. Goodman Dr. E rnestine Goodwin Mrs. Velmar G. Gadsden Col. W est A. Ham ilton Mrs. Ju lia  W est Hamilton Mrs. Mollie B. Hall Jo h n  Craven Haywood Jo h n  R. Haywood John W. Haywood Rev. Joseph C. Hall Rev. W right H arris Miss Florence M. H arper Atty. Edm und Hill Mrs. R ena Hill Rev. George J . Hill Coxs. W arren Miss F letcher M ae Howell Rev. Joseph J . Howard F letcher Hammond Rev. Thos. J . Houston Atty. William L. Houston Mrs. Ida  Gibbs H unt Mrs. Odessa Izzard Mrs. Rosa B. Johnson Rev. Wm. A. Johnson Mrs. Lucy T ren t Johnson
Mrs. G ertrude Jones Mrs. Lctha Jones Edward Jones Miss Cede Jenkins Miss Millie Jiles F rank King Miss Evangeline King Miss E dith  M. K em pthom e Miss Josephine Lawson
Mrs. Eva Langon Mrs. Adelaide Hall Lee J . Henry Lewis Cephas G. Lyon Rev. Geo. W. Lucas Rev. A rthur Luckett Theodore C. Mayo Miss M ary F . M atter Wm. J . M artin Mrs. Cora Mallory Miss Ju lia  Maye Mrs. Hugh McDonald Rev. Edward McNair Rev. Wiley Jasp ar Miller Miss H enrietta J .  Mitchell Mrs. M agdalene Moore Atty. Zeph P. Moore Atty. Russell Morris Rev. J. S. Miller Mrs. C arl M urphy Capt. A rthur C. Newman
Mrs. Anna R osetta Prescott Miss Agnes G. Regan Mrs. M. E. R ichards Rev. William Q. Rogers Mrs. A nna M etcalf Root Mrs. M. B. Russell Dr. E m m ett J . Scott Atty. Geo. H. Scurlock Mrs. Bottle Sessons Dr. G eorgiana R. Simpson 
Isaac Sm ith Miss Ju lia  H. Sm ith Princ. W alter L. Sm ith  Mrs. Ju lia  Johnson Sm ith Mrs. Elizabeth West Sm ith Atty. J . B ernard Sm ith Miss Pearl Snodgrass Rev. Spelm an Rev. E m m ett Starks Mrs. H attie  George Stew art Atty. T . L. Sweeneyirs . Lula Love Lawson •rof. Jo h n  L. Love 1. Beatrice W ashington Irs. Rebecca Baldwin West lev. J . A. Wheeler lcK inley W hiting )r. Alice F. W hiting I rs  Emm a Lee Williams ILss E tta  L. Williamson lis s  M. O 'H are W illiamson Irs . David A. Williston
Mrs. H attie  Mae Taylor Mrs. Mary F. Thompson Dr. G arnet C. Wilkinson Mrs. Lorraine Wood Rev. Ja s . C. W yatt W illiam Yarbough Mrs. Iola E. Young Rev. and  Mrs. G. O. Bullock Jno. T. Rhines
Rev. and  Mrs. Barley Cross Rev. Henry Cross Mrs. Coralie F ranklin  Cook Mrs. Mamie Johnson W alter C arter George M. JonesMiss Emma P. Jones
W. D. Nixon Rev. Isaac A. Patterson Russell Hicks Mrs. L Smallwood P ickettAtty. A. S. P inkett
Rev. and  Mrs. Clifton W. Aukward Prof, and  Mrs. F.K.D. Anderson Mr. a n d  Mrs. W allace Barksdale Mr. and  Mrs. E. F urm an Brooke Dr. C harlotte Hawkins Browne Prof. Alfred Vance Churchill Dr. and  Mrs. Eugene A. Clark Dr. an d  Mrs. Simon L. Carson
Rev. and Mrs. Talm adge II. Dean M r. an d  Mrs. F rank J . Dillon Rev. and  Mrs. John H. Holloway Mrs. Lovina Haywood Johnson Mrs. Josephine Lawson Harley Mr. and  Mrs. R ichard McCraken Mrs. J . Shepperson Morrison Mrs. Ju a n ita  Powell Morgan
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Lt. and  Mrs. Lawrence Oxley Mr. and  Mrs. Leonard Perry Mrs. F anne tte  W alker Penn Mr. and Mrs. Bernard Shamwell Mr. and  Mrs. S. B. Simmons
Mr. and  Mrs. R ichard L. Sterling R ichard J r ., and Victor Samuel Mrs. Ju a n ita  Howard Thomas Mr. and Mrs Edward Syphax Rev. and  Mrs. Jam es O. West
Frelinglmyscn University 
201 T Street. N.W. 
Washington 1. D. C. 
October 17. 1949
To The W ashington Post:
Of interest to those who are still wrestling with Problems of Negro Education 
will be the following letter from a man now 79 years old, a product of the Wash­
ington bi-racial school system who graduated from the then only “Colored” High 
School, situated on 17th Street, corner of Church.
.»IS N. 11th Street 
Snlina Kansas 
September 14, 1949
Dr. Anna J. Cooper: My beloved teacher who guided me into the complexities 
of Euclid and the intricasies of the language of Homer and induced 5 fellow 
teachers to deny themselves of a portion, a generous portion of their not too liberal 
salary—“bread cast upon waters’*—to start me on my collegiate mission.
Now, “after many days” (years) after my active earning power has waned, 
I am making my primal installment to Sarah Jane Dawley (my mother) donation 
to F. U. foundation in memory of the above mentioned teachers' voluntary sacrifice, 
in the form of the accompanying bond.
A9 ever.
W’m. H. Dawley
FrcI inghu vsen Un i vcrs i t v
*201 T Street. N.W.
W ashington 1. D. C.
The Bond mentioned. Series E. One Hundred Dollars, September. 1919. to Dr. 
Anna J. Cooper, was immediately turned over to National Savings and Trust Com­
pany to be credited as the 16th Series F Bond in trust for Endowment Fund of 
Frelinghuysen University.
The “ five teachers” must have been Miss Barnev. Miss Patterson. Miss Parke, 
Miss Biggs and '’Pop” Cardoza, the Principal.
There must have been some good teaching before the day of Collective Bargain­
ing and attractive high salaries and it is good to think “bread of self sacrifice and 
devotion cast upon unpriviledged waters may come back in after years to cheer 
and bless."
Anna J. Cooper
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National Savings and Trust Co. 
15th St. & New York Avc.. N. W. 
Washington 5. D.C.
November 17. 1949Mrs. Anna J. Cooper,
Frelinghuysen University 
201 T Street, N. W.
Washington 1, D. C.
Dear Mrs. Cooper:
Referring to our letter of September 22. 1919. we advise you that the $100 
U.S. Savings Bond, Series E, dated September, 1949. No. C l523441160F~ registered 
in the name of Dr. Anna J. Cooper has been cashed and the proceeds used to pur­
chase a $100 U.S. Savings Rond. Series F. dated November 1949. No. C1767858F, 
registered in the name of the Frelinghuysen University, endowment fund.
Very truly yours,
Lester A. Lawrence 
Trust Ofiicer
MRS. LULA LOVE LAWSON
Vice President in charge of Civil Defense Activities under American 
Red Cross.
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A FENCE FOR VICTORY—Dr. A nna J . Cooper, presiden t em eritus of Frelinghuyscn U niver­
sity, surveys p a r t  of the  240-foot fence w hich w ill be donated  to th e  salvage drive. The fence 
incloses two sides of the  school a t  Second a n d  T  stree ts  N.W. Dr. Cooper is donating  the  
fence on th e  condition th a t  the  persons who a re  au thorized  to sc rap  i t  t r e a t  the  law n w ith re - 
e rw t  —S ta r S taff Photo.
AMERICAN RED CROSS DEFENSE ACTIVITIES
Of all the services attempted in our program of activities for the ten years past, 
not one is more gratifying to our sense of values, more directly and palpably help­
ful to numerous homes in the Washington area than the classes and groups under 
instruction and guidance by the local Branch of the American Red Cross.
Back in '41 before Pearl Harbor when we were all equally jittery about Civilian 
Defense, notice appeared in our dailies offering Red Cross instruction as fitting 
preparation for such defense. Realizing that our Nation's Capital is a “divided 
house** I immediately wrote Headquarters, pleading that these opportunities for 
self help be extended to all. since all alike were in presence of the danger with 
special emphasis on those “shut-out groups" who in my judgment were most in need 
of instruction. I am thankful to say that the response was both prompt and generous.
Mrs. Florence Garrett. Miss Catherine Sheehan in Home Nursing, Director Miss 
Caroline Thompson. Mrs. Lisemby of Miner Teachers College for nutrition, Mr. 
Waller and others in first aid. all brought such earnest enthusiasm, such sym­
pathetic understanding:, and goodwill, our classes were over crowded from the 
start and we had to call on the Parish Hall of St. George's for the overflow.
As might have been expected this went on at white heat during the War; but 
with relaxed tension after V.J. Day. I again ventured my plea for needed instruction 
and cooperation from the Red Cross, and again 1 must say gratefully that encour­
agement and hope came.Miss Lillian M. Adams, Director of Red Cross Nursing Activities promptly 
assured me of fresh interest in the work and promised that; Its peace time need 
would he served as vigorously and understanding!)' as before. It was this outlook 
and this hope in mind, and not any ulterior motive that led me to fit up the broad 
space on the 3rd floor, equal to more than two rooms on the 1st floor, hot and cold 
water, convenient electric appliances and plenty of room for two beds suitable for 
demonstrating care of the sick, baby care gnd proper health rules for the Home 
of Today. In the new streamlined plan, Mrs. Lawrence Oxley has fitted in admirably 
and we feel that the falling off in demand for our simple Home suggestions for 
Baby care etc. is due to the growing need in the decade now upon us for jobs out­
side the home and for the practical training to meet the commericial competition 
in securing them. The public schools, very wisely I think, are planning courses 
looking to these ends and I hope to see the day when more hospitals will broaden 
their facilities for training our women to become full fledged Registered Nurses.
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MARCH 11, 1951
TO LULA LOVE LAWSON
The life of a loved one does not end. It simply goes on. Its work 
is done here only to take up its work in the other room.
h i our Father s  house are m any mansions.
The following have won the coveted Red Crow certificate and pin. All in Home 
Nursing, many also in Nutrition and f irst Aid.
Regia HaywoodFlorence G arre tt Peggie Allen Nolia Battle Ollie Mae Cox R uth  Mabel Calhoun Florence Dotson Minnie Lee Edwards Rosa Lee Foggie M elinda G aston Mary Francis Hill Agnes Holmes Ivera Hallums Rosamond Hubbard Willie Jackson Beatrice Johnson Mae KingM yrtle M erriweathcr Roberta McDaniel Mary Queen S ara  Stoval E dna Steele B ertha Thom as Emclia Vaughn Daisy W hite F rancis W hite B ertha W hitm ore Georgian Woodfolk M argaret Young Eliza Yates Ella Youngblood M ary Williams 
Rosa W orth B ertha Young Mrs. Thom as Butler Rosa Price Lucinda Pryor Pearl Rhodes Cecelia Mason
Ju liana  Kornegay Flora Mae Lyerly 
Adelaide Dillard Daisy Butler Ozella Lee Elizabeth Cnandler Irm a Backers Annie Pringle Elizabeth Maney Ella Seegers G ertrude Coleman Ju lienne Suggs Ju lia  Mays Rosa B. Johnson Vivian Spriggs T heresa McKeener Pearl Johnson M attie T u rner Annie B. Jones Florence Jackson M argaret Hand Jean e tte  Thompson Eliza Grigsby Caroline Barlow Jan ice  Bailey Susie Brooks C orrine Brown
Inez Burris E thel Conway Caroline Connell Nacm l Holmes Alma Harley Jennie Jackson H attie  Jackson M ary G. Jcncs M artha Jones Willie Killens Emm a Laws on
M attie T urner Ju liana  Suggs Irm a Bakus Pearl Johnson Frances Barnes Ernestine Blue Evelyn Blue Mabel Blalcck 
A lthea Dean Jean e tte  Dodson Elizabeth Dixon Rebecca Glover Isabel Hamilton Cecelia Goodman Elizabeth Chandler M arie Hinkle Dora DeLeon Cassie Jones Allice Lavall Victoria Minor Pearl Patterson W illie M ae Pelham  Annie Pringle Eliza Pringle Sadi** Shackleford
Mamie Johnson H arriet Lloyd Nannie M atthews Helen McCco Nannie Rucker Helen Solese Maggie Stevens Florenz Stew art Christine Strong E thel Roberts M ary Sims Willie Mae Sims Maggie Wade Josie Lee W hite Adele Williams C lara  Williams Violet T urner Emm a Powell Delma T urner Virginia R ichards Nettie Boykin M ary Alexander E thel Barton M yrtis Booker Emmie Butler
M artha  Sm ith Ethel S tarks
Clara T urner Elizabeth Dickens H attie  Tate Ella H atter Mazle Haymie Elizabeth H unter Flossie Gatewood Elizabeth G unter M ary Jones Ada Johnson Bessie Johnson Ophelia Wells Lucv Weston Jean e tte  Thompson S ara W alton R uth  D -W itt F aith  R h ran  Jennie Gains
Rosa Belcher Yolorndc Boddic Elizabeth Curry M ary Crosby Amy Cooper Dorothy Hill Frances Hawkins Viola Hawkins Ju lia  M artin Nettie Newman R uth  Pollard Asena F air Isa bell S tew art Annie Taylor R u th  Tolscn Audrey T ay lrr Thelm a Tv.ynan M arv Twynen M attie W hitlock R  se tta  W right Eula Young Emily Milburn Roberta W aie Regina Brown Roxa D ruitt M artha Jones Serena Lancaster Mamie M atthew s Mrs. A. R. Ore Emm a Powell M attie T urner Emelia Vaughn Adella Williams Alene Twynan E dna Thompson Genevieve Staley Annie Ferribec Sue Crowley Eleanor Davis M argaret Adams R u th  Calhoun Lillian Henderson M inerva Wiggins
Eleanor Louis Edna Duvall M arie Hinkle Bessie Nicholson Alice La Vail Elizabeth Maney Mrs. V. J. Parker M ary Thompson Delma T urner Frederick W right Maud G reene Ethel H arrison Sadie Appling 
Annie Sm ith Geraldine Scott Helen C arpenter Bernice Hooper William W heeler Willie Simmons M arie McNeal Georgia Brown
Mabel Clark M ary E. Dodson Corinne Brown Luella Dyson R oberta H arris M argaret Helm E sther Judkins Gladys Pinkney Laura Savoy Iola Sm ith Rose Sm ith R uth  W ashington Connie Adams H attie  Bellows • Susie Brooks Hazel Ellis M ildred Fltzhugh P arth en ia  Hyden Olivia Holden
Pearl Denny Nannie Botts R u th  Calhoun Susie Dyson
Dili
Mamie Johnson Goldie Ore Clementine Plummer Licita Saunders Anne Sterling Nesbitt W ynne M arion W arren Sadie Anpling Bertie Chapm an Caroline C arter E rnestine Flemming Bertie Green Lillian Henderson Jenn ie  Jackson
H arriet Lloyd M arie McNeil Nannie Pettiford Nellie Shamwell A rnetta Venture Helen Salese Nannie Johnson
Caroline Barlow Lenora Brown Casseline Clark Hazel Gary Irene Holmes Edwenia Morton Rosalie Mallory Virginia Webster M agdalene Moore Bettie Sossons Ju lia  Maye Cora Mallory Iola Young G ertrude Jones
Edythe Mack Connie M aynard M ary Richardson V alieruth Thom as R u th  Williams Willie Killens Broline Connelly Emelia Vaughn Evelyn Cambell . Laura Genus Pauline Grooms Clois Jackson Virginia M arshall M ary M atthews Jim m ie Byrd Beulah Hayes B ertha Edwards Emmie Butler Eva Langhorne Lorraine Wood Vellmar Gadsden
H. Tolliver C atherine Linkens Bernice Sm ith M. J . Chaney M yrtle Wells M alinda W hiteside Norene W alker M attie Gordon Lillian Anderson Fav Thompson Bettie Coleman E leanor Jackson Jan ie  Ross E thel Baskerville Rochelle Cobb Mamie Lee Virginia W ebster Cora Lee R u th  Newman Viola Winkey
Sylvia Lee Johnnie Roberts Leona Sm ith Mamie Ransome Brossie Brown G race Richardson Ethel Barnes Larnev Pursell Mrs. Chas. Williams M ary Scott Bettie Epstein
M ary Russell Olivia B etter Genevieve W ilkinson Frances Ford Helen W ashington Ann Anderson Mrs. C. M. Clark Mrs. C. L. Williams M attie Robinson
Sodosia Snowden Golden McKenzie Ethel Banton H annah  Campbell Mamie Haynie Roxie Johnson Ella Johnson Pearl Minor Alice Morris Annie Payne F annie Puryear Je a n  Shellington Ju lia  T urner Erlene Wells Odessa Holmes Minnie Nelson Bernice Powell Birdie Hughes Cornelia Brown Ruby Sum pter
M attie Ellis Anne Anderson Mabel Brooks CHo Frazier Dorothy Hicks C lara Johnson Ida Lucas M atilda Morgan M argare tta  Murphy V inetta Piper G race Richardson Emm a Tillm an Elizabeth Fletcher Thelm a Ruskins Mabel Fuller Mabel Sm ith C atherine Dickerson Leora Brown Daisy Schrefller M ary W ade
M ary W ade 
G race Wylie Lillian Adams G ertrude Burke Alice Faulkner Alberta Fuller S arah  Hebron Rose Hill Ccnnie M cllwain Carrie M aynard Mildred P itcher Helen Shaw M ary S tanton Nannie Tinsley M ary Trulev
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M ary W right R u th  West Velma B arn h art Inez Dixon Laura Ford Nellie Gilbert S ara Green Sallic Jones B arbara McKinney B ertha Payne Nancy Pugh Komoka Sizer Lizzie Tabron Pearl Talbert Aurelia W innfree
Frances Wood Lois Madden Vivian Nichols Josephine Crowell M ary W atson Beatrice Briggs Hortense Ellison Thelm a Henry M ary Baker Ella Davis Eliza Cobb Mrs. Gibson M arion Veste Mrs. M arv W ade A nnette Goodwin
Ccna Ivy Annie Pressley Evelyn S tith
M yrtle Nelson Rose Hayes Bern ice Powell Evelyn Richardson Helen Wallace Beatrice Evans M arie Ray Joseph HofTman Ledonla Bundy Jean n e tte  Thom as Annabelle Fry Mrs. Rockett Mrs. Lula E. Lawson Mary Botts Viola HofTman Anna Jackson M inerva Black
Elizabeth Burgess Pearl Davis R uth  Shelton Lucile Williams E dith  Br>son Elizabeth Harris B ertha Kenard C lara M arshall 
M ary Price
Flossie Burgg Daisy H arris Jazell Davis Adeline Brown Annie Davis Beaudell West Bernice House Sophronia Cook W illa M. Patterson R uth  Palmer
Annie Adams M. Dixon Victoria Sm ith Jean  Purnell Viola Brown Louise H arrison C harlo tte  Lewis Elizabeth P itts Joyce Purnell 
Beatrice Butler Pauline K night Emily Bell Ella C unningham  Dorothy Carroll Maggie McDaniel R u th  Skinkcr F letcher M. Howell C laretta Clark H abana W orthy
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LINCOLN-DOUGLASS DAY
AT
F R ELI NCIIUYSEN UN IVERSITY 
201 T Street , N. W.
Any 12th to 14th of February every year at 8 o'clock P.M. The Alpha Iota 
Kappa Society of F. U. cordially invites your friendly and sympathetic participation.
Believing as we do that the road to social salvations jor any and all groups in 
our commonwealth lies along the line o j Christian Education and that the goal in 
American Democracy can never he attained by violence on the one hand, nor by 
prejudice. hale and repression on the other, tee modestly but confidently proffer 
the Frelinghuysen ideal o f mutual respect, honest cooperation and undiscriminating 
fair play as a sound and rational basis for national and racial adjustments and for 
any sort of decent neighborliness, even where backgrounds are identical And So
IVe rededicate ourselves, and our offspring to the principles o f American De­
mocracy. to the perpetuation o j  out faith in human brotherhood, to the promotion 
oj Christian manhood and womanhood to the preservation o f faith in ourselves 
under Cod and belief in the efficacy of Education. Christian Education, to make life 
liveable as well as to make a living in America Today under the Constitution.
P R O G R A M
The Frelinghuysen Prayer---------------------------------------------------------- Clarence Hill
Dedication______________________________________________ Blonde!! Tobias
AMERICA
George Washington’s Prayer----------------------
The American’s Creed-------------------------
Lincoln’s 2nd Inaugural-----------------------------
At Gettysburg________________________
Mr. Douglass interviews Mr. Lincoln on
recruiting Negro Soldiers--------------------
The Declaration of Independence---------------
Preamble to the Constitution---------------------
The 14th Amendment_____________________
4th Inaugural of Franklin D. Roosevelt-------
Know your Rights under the Constitution 
Know also your Responsibility------------
COD BLESS AMERICA
The Atlantic Charter------------------------------------------------------------Howard D. Diggs
Charter of the United Nations_______________________________ Walthro Lattimorc
AMERICA THE BEAUTIFUL
The Students' Prayer---------------------------------------------------------Rev. June D. Catlett
Benediction
-------- Monta J. Taylor
________ Joseph Butler
______ Jesse C. Taylor
_ Everett W. Stevenson
Edward G. Wiggins
----- Rev. Ernest Gibbs
_____ William Martin
____ George II. Mason
__ Rebecca Lumpford
............. Mary G. Kelly
------------Barkley Cross
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Head by Mary G. Kelley
KNOW YOUR RIGHTS UNDER THE CONSTITUTION
!>yAnna J. Cooper  
V rel i ngh u ysen Un iversi l y
In the American way of thinking the Rights of Man are basic and fundamental. 
They are inherent in his humanity, belonging to him as Man, and because he is Man. 
Hence they are universal, belonging to all men. highest or lowest, rich . poor, Jew, 
gentile, civilized or savage, superman or "lesser breeds without the law." They 
are unalienable, not to be evaded or ignored either by self or by another; incon­
testable, unquestioned, not subject to argument or dispute, not in need either of 
proof or apology, the only court of inquiry permissible being: Is this a man!
“We hold these truths to be self-evident, that all men are created equal,” that 
they arc endowed by their Creator with certain unalienable rights; that among these 
rights are Life, Liberty and the Pursuit of Happiness." But like all other gifts of 
a beneficent Creator, these original Rights of Man can and may be abused and even 
ruined or utterly destroyed. The drunkard is enslaved by his own degradation; 
the criminal chooses the road to unhappiness both for himself and for his victims. 
Returning however to the immortal Declaration of Jefferson: “To secure these Rights 
Governments arc instituted among men deriving their powers from the consent of 
the governed.”
And so for the “general welfare." that is for the good of the whole, limitations 
and necessary restrictions are put upon the Rights of the individual man. If my 
life is a menace to the life of society, society must be protected, my life must pay 
the forfeit. If my liberty endangers the liberty of my neighbors, it will have to be 
curbed. I will have to be barred, my libertv taken from me in order to free the 
larger liberty of the greatest number; and again, if I choose to pursue happiness 
for myself in a manner that makes for unhappiness for others and become a law­
breaker, I must and ought to be punished.
When the founding fathers of the American Commonwealth decided to establish 
a constitution for the purpose of securing the blessings of liberty with justice by 
means of a more perfect union, they promptly added to the seven articles which 
outline the new form of government 10 amendments to be known ever afterwards us 
the Rill of Rights. Certain States refused point blank to accept the new plan by 
ratifying the constitution so laboriously fought out by their delegates in convention 
till assured of those human Rights which they considered fundamentally essential 
to their Life, Liberty and Happiness.
Massachusetts opposed it fiercely, contending that the Constitution did not 
guarantee these fundamental rights: “Religious liberty, freedom of speech, freedom 
of press* and it was only when Washington, whose advice carried great weight 
everywhere, suggested that ratification be accompanied with a request for a Rill of 
Rights in the form of amendments, that this important state allowed the measure to 
come to a vote. In Virginia, too, Patrick Henry brought all his eloquence to bear 
against ratification and it was not till James Sladison pledged his influence and 
power to secure a Rill of Rights by amendments that the legislature of that state 
finally ratified in June, 1783, by the close vote of 89 to 79.
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North Carolina likewise held aloof till she was assured of amendments that 
would guarantee these rights and Rhode Island refused outright, finally allowing 
the new government to he set up without her acceptance. The Bill of Rights, then 
embodied in the first 10 amendments is as old as the government itself, having been 
proposed by Congress in September 1789 and declared in force December 15, 1791.
It was not till three quarters of a century later, after decades of bitter wrangling 
and a bloody war. that “.'/// Men" written into the Declaration of Independence 
grew in the Constitution to mean All Men!
In the words of the immortal Lincoln truly the Emancipator of his country: 
“One-eighth of the whole population were colored slaves, not distributed generally 
over the Union, but localized in the Southern part of it. These slaves constituted 
a peculiar and powerful interest. All knew that this interest was somehow the 
cause of the war. To strengthen, perpetuate and extend this interest was the object 
for which the insurgents would rend the union even by war; while the government 
claimed to no right to do more than to restrict the territorial enlargement of it.”
It is a significant fact that neither the word slave nor slavery appears in the 
Constitution till the 13th Amendment in 1865 which abolished it and for the first 
time also put a restriction upon the powers of the States, by prohibiting Slavery or 
involuntary servitude except as a punishment for crime within the “United States 
or any place subject to their jurisdiction.
The Slave Trade had been adroitly camouflaged in the wording of the Con­
stitution by the neat expression “the migration or importation of such persons as 
any of the States now existing shall think proper to admit.” Fugitive Slaves were 
referred to as persons held to service or labor in a state; and in the famous 3%5 
Compromise the slave population have to be inferred by a process of mathematical 
elimination when we* read that for a basis of representation in Congress the enumer­
ator must count all free persons including those bound to service for a term of years 
and excluding Indians not taxed and then add 3%5 of all other persons! One not 
to the manner born would have to cudgel his brain wondering who on earth this 
inconceivable remainder, this "all other persons might be.
After Amendment 13 which threw away all camouflage, took the monster boldly 
by the throat and booted him out forever, followed in quick succession the 14th 
defining citizenship and the 15th which outlaws discrimination in the Right of Suf­
frage dictated by racial or color prejudice. These three amendments growing 
naturally and logically out of results of the Civil War come under the head of Re­
construction and settled forever, as far as the law of the land can settle anything, 
the Rights, privileges and immunities of all true Americans.
“.*/// persons born or naturalized in the United States and subject to the juris­
diction thereof are citizen- of the United States and of the State wherein they reside” 
and again: The rights of citizens of the United States to vote shall not be denied 
or abridged by the United States or by any State on account of race, color or previous 
condition of servitude.”
It is pertinent to note that this last amendment does not confer the right to vote. 
Power to qualify voters is left to the States. I he 15th Amendment merely provides 
that Race, Color or previous condition of servitude shall not be a test qualification. 
A State can under the law’ set up an educational qualification stipulate a certain 
amount of property, or require a poll tax certificate before voting. But all tests 
of whatever nature to be legal must be applicable alike to white and black. Ignorance, 
poverty, shiftlessness, if they exclude the black must also and equally exclude the
white. Race, color or previous condition cannot legally in this country constitute 
a bar to the Rights of citizenship or be made a test of the privileges and immunities 
of an American citizen; and anyone who attempts to do so is anti-American, a usurper 
of unrighteous despotic power and a violator of the fundamental law of the land.
Let us then appreciate and guard jealously our Rights as citizens of the greatest 
democracy on earth. Let us be ready to work for jt, sacrifice for it. fight, and if 
need be, even die to maintain its principles, to realize its ideals, and to extend its 
blessings to all mankind.The words of Ralph Waldo Emerson of deep wisdom for all people and all 
times ure peculiarly applicable and worthy of grave pondering and prayerful heeding 
under the critical circumstances of our group in the world economy today; for it 
offers not only thotful guidance for our mental attitude but also and emphatically 
it is a very needed and helpful suggestion for our manners and social behavior in 
private or in public. “In ordinary we have.*' says Emerson, “a snappish criticism 
which watches and contradicts the opposite party. We want (that is we lack) the 
W ill which advances and dictates. Nature has made up her mind that what cannot 
defend itself shall not he defended. Complaining never so loud and with never so 
much reason is of no use. What cannot stand must fall: and the measure of our 
sincerity and therefore of the respect of men is the amount of health and wealth 
we will hazard in the defense of our Rights."
THE BLACK MAN AT THE WHITE HOUSE
Read by E dward 0 .  W iggins
My efforts to secure just and fair treatment for the colored soldiers did not 
stop at letters and speeches. At the suggestion of my friend. Major Stearns, to 
whom the foregoing letter was addressed, I was induced to go to Washington and 
lay the complaints of my people before President Lincoln and the Secretary of War 
and to urge upon them such action as should secure to the colored troops then fight­
ing for the country a reasonable degree of fair play. I need not say that at the 
time I undertook this mission it required much more nerve than a similar one would 
require now. The distance then between black man and the white American citizen 
was immeasurable. I was an ex-slave, identified with a despised race, and yet I 
was to meet the most exalted person in this great republic.
It was altogether an unwelcome duty, and one from which I would gladly have 
been excused. #
I might be told to go home and mind my business, and leave such questions as 
I had come to discuss to be managed by men wisely chosen by the American people 
to deal with them. Or I might be refused an interview altogether. Nevertheless, 
I felt bound to go, and my acquaintance with Senators Charles Sumner, Henry 
Wilson, Samuel Pomeroy, Secretary Salmon P. Chase, Secretary William H. Seward, 
and Assistant Secretary of War Charles A. Dana encouraged me to hope at least 
for a civil reception.
My confidence was fully justified in the result. I shall never forget my first 
interview with this great man. I was accompanied to the executive mansion and 
introduced to President Lincoln by Senator Pomeroy.
The room in which he received visitors was the one now used by the President’s 
secretaries.
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I entered it with a moderate estimate of my consequence, and yet there I was 
to talk with, and even to advise, the head man of a great nation. Happily for me, 
there was no vain pomp and ceremony about him. I was never more quickly or 
more completely put at ease in the presence of a great man than that of Abraham 
Lincoln. He was seated, when I entered, in a low armchair with his feet extended 
on the floor, surrounded by a large number of documents and several busy secre­
taries.
The room bore the marks of business, and the persons in it. the President in­
cluded, appeared to be much overworked and tired. Long lines of care were already 
deeply written on Mr. Lincoln's brow, and his strong face, full of earnestness 
lighted up as soon as my name was mentioned. As I approached and was intro­
duced to him he arose and extended his hand, and bade me welcome. I at once 
felt myself in the presence of an honest man—one whom I could love, honor, and 
trust without reserve or doubt. Proceeding to tell him who I was and what I was 
doing, he*promptly, but kindly, stopped me, saying: "I know who you are, Mr. 
Douglass; Mr. Seward has told me all about you. Sit down. I am glad to sec 
you." 1 then told him the object of my visit: that 1 was assisting to raise colored 
troops; that several months before I had been very successful in getting men to 
enlist, but that now it was not easy to induce the colored men to enter the service, 
because there was a feeling among them that the government did not, in several re­
spects, deal fairly with them. Mr. Lincoln asked me to state particulars.
I replied that there were three particulars which I wished to bring to his 
attention.
First, that colored soldiers ought to receive the same wages as those paid to 
white soldiers.
Second, that colored soldiers ought to receive the same protection when taken 
prisoners, and be exchanged as readily on the same terms as any other prisoners, 
and if Jefferson Davis should shoot or hang colored soldiers in cold blood the 
United States government should, without delay, retaliate in kind and degree upon 
Confederate prisoners in its hands.
Third, when colored soldiers, seeking “the bubble reputation at the cannon’s 
mouth.’’ performed great and uncommon service on the battle-field, they should be 
rewarded by distinction and promotion precisely as white soldiers are rewarded 
for like services.
Mr. Lincoln listened with patience and silence to all I had to say. He was 
serious and even troubled by what I had said and by what he himself had evidently 
before thought upon the same points. He. by his silent listening not less than by 
his earnest reply to mv words, impressed me with the solid gravity of his character.
He began by saying that the employment of colored troops at all was a great 
gain to the colored people; that the measure could not have been successfully 
adopted at the beginning of the war: that the wisdom of making colored men soldiers 
was still doubted; that their enlistment was a serious offense to popular prejudice; 
that they had larger motives for being soldiers than white men; that they ought to 
be willing to enter the service upon any condition; that the fact that they were not 
to receive the same pay as white soldiers seemed a necessary concession to smooth 
the way to their employment at all as soldirs, but that ultimately they would receive 
the same. On the second point, in respect to equal protection, he said the case 
was more difficult.
Retaliation was a terrible remedy, and one which it was very difficult to apply; 
that if once begun, there was no telling where it would end; that if he could get
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hold of die Confederate soldiers who had been guilty of treating colored soldiers 
as felons he could easily retaliate, but the thought of hanging men for a crime per­
petrated by others was revolting to his feelings.
He thought that the rebels themselves would stop such barbarous warfare; that 
less evil would be done if retaliation were not resorted to and that he had already 
received information that colored soldiers were being treated as prisoners of war. 
In all this 1 saw the tender heart of the man rather than the stem warrior and com- 
mander-in-chief of the American Army and Navy. and. while I could not agree with 
him, I could but respect his human spirit.
On the third point he appeared to have less difficulty though he did not abso­
lutely commit himself. He simply said that he would sign any commission to 
colored soldiers whom his Secretary of War >hou!d commend to him. Though I 
was not entirely satisfied with his views, I was so well satisfied with the man and 
with the educating tendency of the conflict that I determined to go on with the 
recruiting. From "The Life and Times o f Frederick Douglass" *
*
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THE ALPHA IOTA KAPPA SOCIETY OF 
FRELINGHUYSEN UNIVERSITY
We the undersigned students of Frelinghuysen in the decade 1930-1910, Anna 
J. Cooper. President, in order to perpetuate among ourselves and pass on to our 
posterity the lessons here learned and the inspiration caught by contacts here with 
personalities and ideals revealed in the struggles of this institution as set forth in 
its decennial catalog by Dr. Cooper, meet this 21st day of December. 1911, in the 
private chamber of our president and pledge to her and to one another that we will 
use our best endeavors to keep ourselves “physically strong, mentally awake, morally 
straight" that we may better maintain the honor of our race and the credit of our 
school. That we will ac<piit ourselves like men in our effort to realize the ideals 
of true citizenship in doing our duty to Cod and to our country. And we agree to 
meet once a year at the school on Lincoln-Douglass Day with a program to com­
memorate America's Noblemen, who have championed the great principles of human 
rights, social justice and patriotic responsibility, to renew our allegiance to Alpha 
Iota Kappa and to the faithful teacher whose name it bears.Signed: John H. Holloway, Basileus— ’40 - R 
Clifton W. Aukward, Scribe— ’4 2 - R 
Barkley Cross, Treasurer—’41 - R 
Miss Fletcher Mae Howell, President 
Loval S. & D. of Frelinghuysen
—’34 - L
A I K ROLL
Corinne M. Douglas Rev. Edward McNair Rev. Jos. C. Hall Ophelia Morris B ertha C. Gilmer Rev. Jos. J .  Howard. ’44 R Eugene J. Arnold Rev. W arren R. Hicks 
W althro Lattim ore H attie  Mae Taylor R ita  G. Moore Evelyn S tarks George E. Bolden Jo h n  C urtis Clark Howard D. Diggs Luella Ephraim  Rev. Em m ett S tarks Blondell Tobias Rev. Joseph N. Green Mrs. R uth  R. Green Isaac Sm ith 
Jo h n  F. Douglass Counsel Bryant George H. Mason John A. Holbrook Everett W. Stevenson Edward G. Wiggins Rebecca Lumpford Carl M. Patterson Rev. M ary G. Kelley Ju n e  D. C atlett
Joe Tyson—’45 - L 
J. C. Wyatt—’$9 - R 
CALL
Jesse C. Taylor M onta J . Taylor Joseph L. Butler Rev. Ernest Gibbs 
Vernon C. Brown Jo h n  H. Chase Jo h n  B. Pinkney Jam es C. Caldwell Clarence Savoy Isaac Stephens Helen Stephens Wiley J . Miller Jo h n  E. Morris Elizabeth Wilson George L. Fauntleroy M ary E. Armwood Talm adge DeW itt Baldwin Plum m er Green E thel L. Bailey Beatrice W ashington Jo h n  F letcher Laws Emory Proctor Wm. E. Moseley M artha  E. Lee C arl Banks Cephus Lyon Robert S. Bowden Cecelia E. Goodman Lucy T ren t Johnson Ju a n ita  Powell Morgan 
Mabelia Cook
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A CHRISTMAS SERVICE
December 19. 1916 at 8 o'clock P.M.
O COME, ALL YE FAITHFUL
In a war-tom world with anguished eyes seeking a road to Peace mid the con­
fusing clamor of ill-will, distrust and suspicious fears on all sides, we send out a 
call to our friends, men of good will everywhere, to join us in celebrating the Advent 
of the Prince of Peace, the Giver, not as the world giveth. of Peace on Earth, to 
Men of Good Will.O COME LET US ADORE HIM. CHRIST THE LORD.
While Shepherds Watched Their Flocks by N ight________________ Edward W iggins
Hark the Herald Angels Sing
THE STAR OF BETHLEHEM
O Little Town of Bethlehem------------------------------- Walthro Lattimore with prayer
() Holy Child of Bethlehem-------------------------------------------------School of Religion
THE THREE WISE MEN
Gaspard. a European------------------------------------------------------------June D. Catlett—
Melchior, an A siatic------------------------------------------------------------------ Ernest Gibbs
Balthazar, an African________________________________________Grorge II. Mason
Silent Night. Holy Night
. * THE OTHER WISE MAN—fVm Dyh*
The Sign in the S k v _________________________________________Ho* ard D. Diggs
By the Waters of Babylon_____________________________________ Jesse C. Taylor
For the Sake of a Little Child. A Pearl of Gr:at Price__________ Ev r It St'venson
Let us have Peace. Recitation b y _____________________________ Mrs. Mary Kelley
“Peace. Perfest Peace?” (Solo and Chorus I ______ Mrs. Monta Tavlor and School
Ring in the Christ that Is to Be. Recitation b y ______________ Mrs. Blondell Tobias
Joy to the World, the Lord is Com e!_______________ Full chorus- -entire audience
and friends with school
Benediction________________________________________Rev. A. A. Birch. President
A SUGGESTION AND A WISH
On our last anniversary of Founders* Day recognizing as I have always done 
the honor due Mrs. Lawson as co-founder of Frelinghuysen University, I deliberately 
launched a crusade for a Rosetta Lawson Foundation in the Frelinghuysen Endow­
ment Fund. It was only a suggestion, a wish and I may say, a not too securely 
founded hope that women of the younger generation for whose youth Mrs. Lawson’s 
leadership had meant so much of inspiration and delightfully broadening contacts, 
might fulfil.
My Suggestion was this:
That Edith and Hope Lyons. Kern Blackburn and Mayme Gates together with 
Mrs. LeVerc, Ida Gibbs Hunt and Julia West Hamilton form a self perpetuating 
body pledged to add at least one U.S. Bond yearly to the Rosetta Lawson Foundation. 
This in no way obligates any individual or group of individuals to contribute to 
current expense of Frelinghuysen University.In my judgement there could be no finer testimonial to the consecrated brave 
struggles of this wofnan in cooperation with her husband for moral and social ad­
vancement through Christian Education of the unpriviledged. Nor could any 
social organization more truly glorify the character and purposes of this younger 
generation than such a recrudescence of loyal patriotic service.
Anna J. Cooper
INTERLUDE (P ersonal)
Because there is always a veiled suspicion of dotage to becloud memoirs of a 
nonagenarian I have made this story of my second decade of work for F. U. a simple 
catalog of events already given to the public and easily verifiable from printed 
programs ending with the Xmas Service a yearly routine. These programs were 
lessons not exhibitions and uniformly planned for edifying our public as well as 
testing our students. As lessons they had been studied and rehearsed. This was 
my individual work.
I mention here with grateful memory Emma F. C. Merritt, Head of Department 
Elementary Instruction. D. C. Public Schools, Dr. Georgiana Simpson. Dr. Henry 
L. Bailey of the High School. Miss Agnes Regan. National Catholic School of Social 
Service and Samuel I). Matthews. Principal Randall Jr. High. These have all gone 
to a much higher reward than any poor ercomiums of mine could possibly bestow, 
but I want the world to know that it is my firm belief that it is just such understand­
ing cooperation as these gave unstintingly and unselfishly for strengthening foot­
holds and broadening horizons of the fellow next door, that must be relied on 
eventually to solve the educational and social problem of our world today.
A HAPPY BIRTHDAY
Grateful tribute to the Noble Grandmother. Mrs. M. Betsch. who signalized my 
91st by a children's party making it the very happiest birthday I can recall. Her 
own grandchildren, no one over IS. with my “great-grands/* nieces and nephews. 
Lovey’s grandchildren, Albert 1 Cynthia 6; Maude’s “Dickey” 9. and Victor 7. in a 
delightful program of music, recitation and pantomime made one old heart swell 
with joy and love for the present generation, with hopeful faith for the future echoing 
the sublime emotion of Jean Paul Richter: / love God and little children!
Grateful appreciation must be recorded too for the delightful concert before an 
audience of One by the Gregorian Studio of Music under its talented Maestro Gregoria 
Fraser Goins.Music hath charms not only to calm the savage breast but closer home it speaks 
in understanding sympathy too deep for words reaching lonely hearts that never 
again need doubt that human friendship, love and truth exist on earth today.
AND NOW IN CONCLUSION:
Fill I v conscious of the fact that no will or testament drawn bv the most astute 
lawyer is immune from attack and upset by those who want to break it (and I am 
no lawyer) nevertheless I believe I am within my legal rights and wholly on reason­
able grounds when I ask that my will be respected regarding this house that I have 
builded, much of it literally with my own hands and brain; and while less gruesome 
than Shakespeare’s t€Cursed be be who moves my bones.” just as effective I hope 
may be my blessing on those who will now and hereafter work in intelligent public 
spirited harmony to perpetuate, vitalize, keep free from narrow, sordid, selfish 
bickering and prejudice this simple unpretentious effort toward community goodwill 
and cooperating service. I have built it. paid for it, improved and beautified it. 
met every obligation, paid all the taxes. Federal and District, even cashing in on 
Savings Bonds to meet tax on income already spent in this service. Contributions 
from others, as seen in the foregoing pages, were religiously deposited to Endow-
menl, and proceeds from my own writings went to the same fund. Tuition from 
students was distributed equally among teachers, deficiencies supplied from my own 
pocket.
I honestly believe that if ever a work deserved community recognition from 
government by the simple compliment of exemption from taxation, this foundation 
by and for unprivilged colored people of Washington so deserves. My entire earn­
ings have been spent in this service. 1 have received no favors and taken no handouts. 
One small recognition I ask in return: I desire that the sunroom planned and con­
structed by me be kept without change as the repository of my personal mementos, 
books, letters, pictures, etc., an honor, it seems to me which should be begrudged to
no one.It is a kind Providence which enables my mental faculties to continue into the 
91st year the orderly direction and management of this corporation. To date every 
detail, every obligation stands' as clean as a hound's tooth. I cannot take it with 
me ami in a world panicky with hate, suspicion and foreboding, it is presumptuous 
to expect this small accumulation of a lifetime to go on serving in its own small 
way. The one disappointment, the only failure that can come, is not the absence 
of eulogistic sanction and public adulation, but a lack, if proven, of the ability to 
appreciate and utilize advantages here made possible and of the character ami insight 
to know and judge true worth in spiritual values.
No (lowers please.
NO FLOWERS PLEASE
Oh, just a * >se a few violets
Or even a handful 1 of wild honeysuckle;
Or star of Bethlehem or sweet alyssum 
Which says you remember kindly,
For this I shall thank you 
Wherever I am.
And more for the courage and strength 
You gave in the struggle we call Life.
By the touch of your shoulder to shoulder 
And the understanding glance of your eye,
Of a sympathetic handclasp.
These are priceless and undying as God’s own gracious bounty
But please, please don't pass the hat
For some big florist's monstrosityOr take up a collection to crowd the room and stille
My poor bier with mute and withering symbols
Of God’s eternal love and Christ's unspeakable prayer.
The yearning of His great soul for oneness in God’s harmony 
The prayer that we be one in love
Even as He and the Father are One- and Love.
No flowers, please, just the smile of sweet understanding 
The knowing look that sees Beyond and says gently and kindly 
“Somebodv's old Teacher on vacation now!"
wResting a while, getting ready for the next opening 
of a Higher School.
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